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Orality and Literacy in The Wanderer: 
Ethos as Bridge tc:)the 

Right Hemisphere 

Old English poetry intrigues the modern mind with the 

subtlety of its alliterative measures and complex narrators, 

but wh il e the poems intrigue, they defy simple explanation. 

Scholars have sought to understand them in one of two major 

fashions. They e ither find such strong oral roots in the 

poems that they judge the Old English canon to be little 

more than exercises in memorizations of word-hoards, or they 

ignore the orality and point to the skillful use of rhetoric 

within the p oems. Neither explanation completely satisfies 

one who is able to simultaneously focus on the evidence of 

Latin influence and rhetorical ingenuity layered among the 

Germanic oral-formulaic elements. This thesis examines both 

the orality and the rhetoric of The Wanderer; in particular, 

it traces right brain creativity in the poem through the use 

of the rhetorical element of ethos as a bridge to the past. 

Incorporating the theories of Walter Ong and Julian 

Jaynes , the thesis explains that The Wanderer is an example 

Vll 



of a transitional text in the Old English canon and by 

examining the element of ethos within the poem, the writer 

postulates right-brain creativity on the par t of the poet. 

The thesis traces the right-brain phenomena within the poem, 

and suggests that new research in consciousness can aid the 

Old English scholar who attempts to understand the world of 

the Anglo-Saxon scops. 
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Chapter I 

Ethos as Bridge to the Right Hemisphere 

Old English poetry intrigues the modern mind with the 

subtlety of its alliterative measures and complex narrators. 

The poems, which contain ambiguous Qeanings and elusive 

narrators, resemble highly symbolic, modern poetry, a nd 

these unusual qualities reach out to us over a millennium. 

Although this appeal defies simple explanation, scholars 

have sought to understand the poems in one of two major 

fashions. Some find such strong oral roots in Old English 

poetry that they judge the canon to be little more than 

exercises in memorizations of word-hoards. They base their 

evidence on the theories of Francis P. Magoun and Albert B. 
1 

Lord. Other scholars believe that the oral-formulaic 

theory alone does not fully explain the haunting melodies 

and skillf ul use of metaphor within the poems. They focus 

instead on the evidence of Latin influence and rhetorical 
2 

ingenuity layered among the Germanic concepts. The purpose 

of this thesis is to examine both the orality and the rheto

ric of one of these poems; in particular, it seeks to trace 

right brain creativity in The Wanderer through the use of 

the rhetorical element of ethos as a bridge to the past. 

1 
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Although scholars have examined Old English poems for 

rhetorical schemes a nd tropes and for oral-formulaic 

devices, they have not chos e n to analyze the ethos within 

the poems. A close examination of ethos can enable us to 

analyze the structuLe of a poem for right-brain phenomena in 

a state o f flux. If Old English poetry entered a transi-

tional phase progres sing from primarily an oral tradition to 

a literate composition, the orality of the canon may be 

directly attributable to a pre-literate mode of thinking and 

a holistic method of creating. And although some critics 

have postulate d this transitional phase, either they have 

not discovered e vidence to support their theories, or else 

they have not full y constructed or convincingly demonstrated 

a workable h ypothesis to account for the transitional frame-
3 

work. A study of the persuasive element of e thos as it 

pertains to The Wanderer may illuminate this question. 

Such an examination of the rhetorical structure of Old 

Eng lish provides a basis for interpreting the structures in 

the light of current theories dealing with left and right 

brain dominance. Recent research in neurophysiology and 

n e urobiology seeks to explain the workings of the brain 

during its cognitive functions. Not everyone processes 

information or understands knowledge in the same ways as 

others do. In fact, the latest research probing the struc-

ture of the human brain reveals a dual structure--two 
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complex minds which operate together, yet independentl y. 

According to S idne y J. Segalowitz and Frederic A. Gruber, 

"The right hemisphere [of the brain] has been characterized 

as a holistic, parallel, Gestalt processor, whereas the left 

is considered to operate in an analytic, linear, and sequen-

ti a 1 mode" ( 19 8-9 9 ) . 

Experiments in the 1960s and 1970s with epileptic 

patients whose brains had been surgically split into two 

halves by a cornmissurotomy led Dr. Roger Sperry and his 

associates to the conclusion that the minor hemisphere (i.e. 

right brain) also plays an important role in cognitive 

functions (Sperry 210). Even though the left brain has been 

called the dominant hemisphere in most right-handed indivi

duals, both hemispheres are complex instruments which work 

together to chart and diagram the individual's cognitive 

funct ions. These hemispheric differences have astounded 

modern science and have led to new theories in such dispa-
4 

rate fields as neurophysiology, art, and rhetoric. In a 

recent study, Japanese hearing specialist, Tadanobu Tsunoda, 

discovered that language acquisitio n in the young seems to 

program the separate halves of the brain in interesting 

ways. He also discovered that native-born Japanese speakers 

process language in ways quite different fr om those of their 

own race who are born in predominantly English speaking 

e nvironments (Sibatani 215). 
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Each piece of t he puzzle about how the brain operates 

allows scientists to develop new insights into creativity or 

aids the psy cholinguist in p roving new the ories about s peech 
s 

patterns. We now believe that the left hemisphere is 

dominant in most v erba l tasks, while the right hemisphere 

metaphorically p rocesses the musical and rhy thmical activi-

ties of man . The right produces irnagistic thinking, while 

the l e ft has the p ower of syntax. Gabrielle Lusser Rico 

states that the right is "superior at handling the unknown, 

the novel, the amb iguous, the paradoxical, the unconven

tional, attemp ting to make s ense out of it all by dis

cove ring workable patterns" (70). 

Working in separate fields but corning to similar con

clusions , Julian Jaynes and Eric Havelock both discuss the 

devel o pment of th e human brain from the evidenc e presented 
6 

by ancient literature. They both see orality and con-

sciousness close l y linked to a bicameral mind in the throes 

o f cha nge . Thus, they would like l y concur with the state

me nt that the abi lity to store knowledge in large quantiti es 

other than in the human brain frees the poet to e xperiment 

in increasingly complex syntax. If, as we are beginning to 

discover , the left-brain creates syntax out of verbals and 

is als o the ab od e of some phases of memory, the freeing of 

this area by writing skills gives the poet more options for 

his creativity. He can the n impose a structure on all the 



emotions and ideas afforded by the r ight brain. 

Walter J. Ong states that "the completely phonetic 

alphabet [developed by the Greeks] favors left-hemisphere 

activity in the brain, and thus on neurophysiological 

grounds fosters abstract, analytic thought" (91). "It was 

increasing alphabet ization which opened the way to experi-

ments in abstraction. Once rid of the need to preserve 

5 

expe rience vividly, the composer was freer to reorgani ze it 

reflectively" (Havelock 189). These writers surmise that 

pr imary oral cultures had a different level or form of con

sciousness than our literate minds employ. This may be why 

Old English poems posses s narrators who appear to be engaged 

in dialogue with either themselves or with others who are 

not present. 

Studies by Havelock and Ong indicate that consciousness 

in an oral based culture differs from that of a literate 

culture. An oral culture contains "a common consciousness 

and a common set of values . . a collective social memory" 

(Havelock 42). In an oral culture, knowledge had to be 

constantly repeated or it would be lost. Mnemonic devices 

build upon an oral society/s thought patterns, while an 

individual "self" seems less aware of an independent self

hood. The "I" of the modern, alienated man has no meaning 

for oral tribal societies since oral cultures stress tribal 

and familial activities. Interiorizat ion of thought is 
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almost imposs ibl e in a culture that must transmit the past 

into the present by means of oral repetitions. Havelock 

states that "the entire nervous system [of the ancient 

Greeks was] geared to the task of memorization" (151). Thus 

the brain becomes a large holding area for items of law and 

history which must be constantly repeated, effectively lim

iting abs t ract thinking. But with the advent of writing, 

devices of memory and recall no longer bind the minds of men 

as they are free to think about abstract ideas while learn

ing to preserve their law and history through the medium of 

writing . 

J uli an Jaynes in The Origins of Consciousness and the 

Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind suggests that primitive man 

used both sides of his brain simultaneous ly in a much diffe-

rent way t han mode rn man does. This bicameral brain may 

have been more diffused and less logical, and it also could 

have been the origin of voice hallucinations and divine 

instructions. Jaynes illustrates his theory with a look at 

Greek l ite rature, particularly The Iliad. He believes that 

the epic r evea ls men who are in a state of pre-consciousness 

(7 5 ). Controlled by the voices coming from within their own 

heads, they respond to situations rather than consciously 

ma ni pul a ting the m. With the invention of writing, espe-

cially with vowels, the left brain took over and has subse

quentl y assist ed the mind of literate man in most of his 
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tasks. Most p eople no longe r hear voices inside their heads 

instructing or correcting them . 

Now if one looks at the lyric poems in the Old English 

canon, on e hea rs the r hy thms of oral poetry, but one finds 

personae who are consciously aware of the passage of time 

but are not cons trained by a horizontal position in time. 

Yet they a lso seek to explain, instead of merel y narrate , 

past actions, and they establish their present activities in 

some type of rhetorical frame. They analyze, yet can con

fuse the modern reader by switching from the past to pre-

sent. I n c onfusion, we glimpse into the minds of poets who 

perceive "se lf" and "others" in a different light than we 

can. In fact they not only see visions but appear to hear 

voices in the midst of the ir poetic experiences. They can 

disc uss the past, p resent, or future in terms of a third 

~erson. They appea r to have the ability to stand within 

the ms e lves gazing at a world of strangers, or they take up a 

position outside of themselves and view their own personali

ti es as a s trange r would view a new locale. 

In a society where few possess the skill of writing, 

oral traditions a nd idea s will still predominate. A lite

rat e man in the midst of an oral society will be and must be 

forced to speak in the rhythms of the unconscious mind, but 

his knowledge of the noetic world of writing will enable him 

to think in ways foreign to his companions. Ong cites work 



by A. N. Luri a in the Soviet Union during 1931-32 be cause 

Luria"s work es tablished that it "takes only a moderate 

degree of literacy to make a tremendous difference in 

thought processes" (Ong 50). For instance , illi terate sub

jects "identified ge ome trical figures" in homel y, concrete 

ways--"neve r abstractly as circles or squares" (51) . But 

even a little exposure to schooling forced thes e peasants 

into accep ted pa tte rns of rote learning. 

8 

Great literature has often been associated with tension 

between two cultures , two ideas, or between reality and 

dreams. In other words, conflict enriches literature. 

Thus, a monk writing in the year 1000 may have had oral 

models f rom which to choos e and Latin models of rhetoric to 

emulate wh ich e nabled him to interiorize the experiences of 

the past. He would the n be able to consciousl y th i nk of 

audience and a lso be able to consider his subject matter 

objectively ; and yet, subconsciously, his mind would hear 

the meters and oral dev i ces of his he ritage. This tension, 

f or so it must have been, results in the lyric poetry o f his 

time. 

Ha v e lock notes that oral man engaged in a type of 

cultural hypnosis in orde r to preserve traditions and other 

matters of tribal importance. He believes that Plato"s 

attack u pon the poet s was a reaction against this type of 

mimes is. Evide ntly the Greeks were involved not onl y with 



memorizations in a communal manner bu t also swa yed to the 

dacty l rhythms a nd generall y used other motor activities to 

increase the chance s of remembering items of importance . 

Plato sought to remedy this lack of abstraction by t hrowing 

out the poets in toto. 

9 

The learni ng process was not learning in our sens e 

but a continual act of memorization, repetition 

and recall. This was made effective by p racticing 

a dras tic economy of possible linguistic state

ments, an ec onomy e nforced by rhythmic patterns 

both verbal and musical. . Pleasure in the 

final analysis was exploited as the instrument of 

cul tural c ontinuity (Havelock 157). 

Of course, poe t s conti nued to exist and prosper in Greece 

long after Pla to's day , but the hypnotic world captured by 

analytic brains gradually ended the lengthy memorizations of 

oral-formulaic learning within the Greek community. 

This same paradigm works well for the world of Old 

English . An illiterate people, trained to remember subcon-

sciously in alliterative measures and formulas then influ

enced by a literate culture, were slowly moved from a world 

in which Germanic scops reacted with formulaic sayings to 

one in which lettered poets thought about rhetorical schemes 

and tropes. The gen eral populace remained in the realm of 

formulaic poetry , while the privileged few developed the 
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ability to dwe ll in both worlds. 

These privileged one s are probably the missing ligament 

which join orali t y and literacy at the hip joint . Ong says 

that "writing heightens consciousness" because it provides 

distance for the writer (82). Of course, the Anglo-Saxons 

had long had access to a written alphabet in the runes and 

in an imported Roma n alphabet, but their literacy was still 

firmly rooted in an oral tradition. Ong has researched the 

traces of orality remaining in English through the Renais

sance period and beyond. As late as the 19th century, 

English literature was still concerned with oration over the 

written word. In fact, the roots of Greek and Latin rheto-

ric are primarily oral in nature. At any rate, the ability 

to visualize sounds transformed orality into an intermediate 

stage, and this intermediate stage was neither true literacy 

nor true orali t y . Tradition lingers in all societies and in 

all ages, and thus the tradition of oral-formulaic poetry 

lingered in the pulse of the people. Ong says that "oral 

formulaic thought and expression ride deep in consciousness 

and the unconscious, and they do not vanish as soon as one 

us ed to them takes pen in hand" (26). 

Larry D. Benson discusses this same type of transi-

tional frame work in Old English poetry. He claims that a 

mere formula in a particular poem "reveals nothing about 

whether or not it i s a literate composition" (336). He 



urges scholars to "admit the possibility of 'transitional 

texts ' " (337). Even though influenced by the past, these 

poets were not mere imitators of formulaic patterns, yet 

the y did use what was familiar and useful. 

11 

As Havelock and Ong have amply demonstrated, the visua

lization of the word also affects man's a~ility to think. 

Thus, language acquisition and other unknown factors in the 

wa y man processes information in the brain may affect our 

ability to create sophisticated literature. The right brain 

tel es copes time or enlarges it, whereas the left brain 

exists in a diachronic world. Emotions triggered by the 

right-brai n are often modified by the left. Jerre Levy says 

that "the left hemisphere analyzes over time, whereas the 

right hemisphere synthesizes over space" (Edward 35). Poets 

must use input from both hemispheres to achieve harmony in 

writing. All teachers of English composition can testify 

that some st udents seem forever encased in one error or the 

other. Most seem able to operate analytically and sequen-

tially but lack real content or rhythm in their writings. 

Yet some have content but little control over their thought 

processe s; they cannot structure their writings with any 

degree of success . This points to a loss of creativity in 

some and a failure of logic in others. 

Looking for ways to improve student writing, Gabrielle 

Rico has develope d activities designed to stimulate the Sign 
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(i. e . righ t -br a in) mind. Sh e uses a system of webbing or 

br a in-storming which gives h e r stude nts o pportunities to 

relax and utilize the right side of their brains (3) . Pe r

ha ps the Angl o-Sa xons p erformed the reverse of these exe r

cise s. Already equi pped with rhythm, alliteration , and 

formulaic saying s, all of which seem strangely reminisce nt 

of ri ght-brai n p he nomena, they could have incorporated 

enoug h rhe t or i c f rom the Latin tradition to fill their oral

formulaic sayi ng s with more discipline. A blend of orality 

and rhe t orical conce pts may have produced this unique lite

rature . 

Looki ng a t ea ch rhe torical element in isolation, we c a n 

see t hat the Ol d English poets had more than a smattering of 

rh e torical kno wledge with which they persuaded audiences. 

And according to James J. Murphy, there are three kinds of 

rhe torical persuasion: "ethos, arising from the speaker ' s 

pe rsona l q ua l i ti e s; pathos, arising from the audience's emo

tions; and log ical p roof, depending upon argument" (4). 

Th e s e pers ua s i v e e leutents permeate Old English poetry. 

Sometimes a p o e m is heavily didactic, and the writer cle

verly establishes the speaker's ethos by revealing his abi

li ty to dwe ll both in the present and the past. Other poems 

are heavily laced with emotional arguments, and these emo

t ions not onl y "arise from the audience" but well up from 

the f ic t iona l speaker's personal experiences, still other 
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poems are miniat ure orations as the speakers develop tightly 

knit argumen t s (Murphy 4). 

A speake r mus t use the appropriate language and style 

for his purpos e . Thus, poets of Old English knew their 

audiences and q uickly found words with which to establish 

their personae . As an invention tool, these poets used 

ethos to intensify the oral-formulaic sayings with which 

they were famil iar. Jackson J. Campbell and Larry Benson 

have convincing l y proven that the Old English poets were 

familiar with rhetor ical concepts, and whether the poets 

consciously applied these particu lar concepts to these poems 

or not, they we r e aware that the concepts existed. 

Ethos itse lf can be called a method of characteriza-

tion. In The Poetics , Aristotle states that "the poet. 

can either tak e another personality as Homer does, or speak 

in his own person, unchanged, or he may p r esent all his 

characters as living and moving before us" (24). Thus, 

Aristotle saw e thos as the essence of a speaker that could 

be a caus e of persuas ion. The speaker controls the expecta

tions o f his audience, and he uses his own character as a 

means of per suasion. Aristotle recognized that ethos is a 

powerfu l tool in persuas ion, and warned against the abuse of 

this p ow e r. Instead of teaching others to dissemble, Aris-

totle taught them to recognize the validity of illusion . 

In a n essay e ntitl ed "Ethos and the Aims of Rhetoric," 
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Nan Johnson explores the differing views of ethos. She 

finds tha t Plato believed that an orator should be of vir

tuous character in order to speak since "truth [is] eternal 

and available only through rationality," whereas Aristotle 

stressed the "reality of particular human circumstances over 

the authori ty of 'immutable; truths" (100). 

The Romans came to view ethos and pathos as "different 

degrees of the same" thing (Kennedy 101). Cicero, in the De 

Oratore insisted on the importance of ethos and pathos 

within arguments. He felt that ethos consisted of the 

gentler emotions while pathos should be the "raging fire" of 

the speaker/s art (Kennedy 222). Johnson says that Quinti

lian echoed Plato in urging the perfect orator to be 

"' blame l ess in point of character,;" while Cicero "consi

der[d] e thos to be a strategy of choosing the appropriat~ 

'token/ of characte r" (103). 

Northrop Frye defines ethos as "the internal social 

context of a work of literature, comprising the characteri

za tion and setting of fictional literature and the relation 

of the author to h is reader or audience in thematic litera

ture" ( 365). But whenever the poet /s personal.ity "appears on 

the horizon, a relation with the reader is established" 

(Frye 52). on the other hand, Harry Shaw in the Concise 

Dictionary of Literary Terms defines ethos as "the moral 

element in dramatic literature that determines a character;s 
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act ions rather than his thought or emotion" (104). These 

definitions have e volved in our li terary history, and we can 

use them today to study the effectiveness of a par ticula r 

poet"s persona . 

In Old Engl ish poetry, one consistently finds p oets who 

have established strong personae in order to present a 

dialectical or p hilosophical stance. "Ethos is created, 

changed, diminished, increased in the present, in the rhe

torical act that affects the past to varying degrees" (Paul 

Ne we ll Campbell 23 ) . Old English poets often create narra

tors who change duri ng the narrative. These changes rein

force the ethos of the characters and make them increasingly 

believable. In order for a particular persona to be b eliev

able, he must be h on e st or seem to be, and as the circum

stances of a character change, or as he himself changes, the 

believability of a p ersona usually increases. One of the 

more interesting thi ngs to search for in the canon of Old 

English p o etry is the ethos presented by the poet. What 

kind of charac ter has he created? Is the character believa

ble? Does his cha racter change, diminish, or increase by 

the time one has f inishe d a survey of the particular poem. 

The rhetor ica l concept of ethos seems to have emotional 

connot ations, a n d the audience must be considered by any 

competent writer or spea ker. What appeal can he have if he 

ignores h i s aud i ence? 
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George E. Yoos discusses the confusion of terms which 

results in a "mix-up between the concepts of ethos and 

ethical appea l" (41). He then redefines ethical appeal. He 

says that ethos ha s been defined traditionally as audience 

perceptions of the "source of communication," but he defines 

ethical appeal as speech acts "having qualities that can be 

observed by a sens itive, or maybe even at times by an insen

sitive listener" (4 9 ). In other words, it seems that ethos 

origina t es with the speaker, but that which is created by 

the speaker becomes perceived by the audience and thus 

becomes the ethical appea l. Therefore a fine line exis ts 

between the two. It would seem that both ethos and ethical 

appeal are qualities which exist in didactic literature . 

When e v er ethos is referred to in this paper, ethical appeal 

is also being consider ed . 

The term ethos holds within it several concepts. It 

contains audienc e expectations, audience reactions, and the 

persuasiveness of the speech maker. For example, some por

tions of an audienc e may expect one message from a speaker, 

whil e othe rs in the same audience may be hearing other 

messages. Therefore , when one observes ethos within a poem, 

one feels compelled to f ind the poet's potential audiences 

and the ir respective expectations and reactions. A view of 

the audience for a p o e m can sometimes lead one to a fuller 

understanding of the poe t's task and his success or failure 
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because e tho~ also tells us something about the kind of 

pe ople who read a certain poem or listen to a certain poet. 

Thus, ethos has a practicality often overlooked or ignored. 

Aristotl e wrote in "The Poetics" that "chara cter is 

that which revea ls moral purpose, showing what kind of 

things a man chooses or avoids" (Kaplan 28). Therefore, a 

close examination of ethos reveals a poet/s character by 

what he chooses or avo ids; it also reveals the character of 

the fictional spea ke r within the poem itself. 

Ethos is a b ridge which can link modern man with the 

poets of the pas t and with the minds of ancient men. On 

this bridge we can e xplor e the ideas of the Anglo-Saxon 

poets who wrote s uch poems as The Wanderer because Old 

English poetry ref l e cts the orality of the scops. The 

traces of this orality illumines not only the poetry but the 

right brain phenomena which produced the poetry. 

With ethos as a v ehicle, one may shed new light on the 

field of Old Eng l ish poetry by utilizing these newest theor 

ies of how the brain functions and how orality and literacy 

may have affected consciousness and the literature of the 

past. Ethos is a n old and valued tool of rhetoricians 

b e cause it reveals the motives and priorities of poets and 

pers onae . As a tool e thos can show traces of orality and 

consciousn e ss in the words which the poet chooses to use and 

in the character or characters which utter these words. As 
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a bridge e thos ca n g ive us the link which reveals not only 

much about the p oe t himself but a great deal about the 

audience which heard the poem. Not only can the study of 

ethos within these poems do that, but it can also emphasize 

the persuas ive ness of much Old English poetry and can reve a l 

traces of a cultural shift within the thinking processes of 

t he Ang lo-Saxon world. 



Chapter II 

Ethos in The Wanderer 

In archa ic societies, 'the people o f the 

dream,~ the conscious life is flooded with 

the images of what civilized man thrusts back 

into the unconscious. One of the 

techniq ues of the poet and the artist. 

is to c ontrive situations that will dislocate 

the mind into awareness (McLuhan 63). 

Two questi ons have occupied traditional criticism of 

The Wanderer : Is th e p oem essentially Christian in concept? 

What is its form ? Ra lph W. V. Elliot and Ida L. Gordon 

stre ss the tradi tional Germanic flavor of the poem, while 

Bernard F. Hupp~, R. M. Lumiansky, and Stanley B. Greenfield 

f e el that the Christ i a n e lements give substance to the unity 
7 

of the poem . 

Concerning form, critics have questioned whether the 

poem is a monol ogue , a dialog, or even two monologues. At 

l e ast three persons are identified in the third person: the 

eardstapa, the anhaga, and the snottor on mode. Are these 

dramatic characters within the poem, or are they extensions 

of the poet pe rsona himself? Various critics view The 

19 
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Wanderer from d ifferent perspectives. W. w. Lawrenc e said 

that if moder n scholarship could not agree on a d ivision of 

speakers within the poem, then it "is not likely to have 

been clear to the people of the eighth century" either 

(468). Yet later, various scholars, among them J.E. Cross 

and John C. Pope , found more than one speake r in The Wan-
8 

derer. They have attempted to understand the poem by 

dividing it into sections and then assigning multiple voices 

and personalitie s to the poem. Even though several critics 

have analyzed this unique poem, few agree on the basic 

structur e of the poem. But many scholars echo Lumiansky who 

argues that The Wanderer is "an artistically unified drama

tic monologue in which [there is a] single speaker, the 

'eardstapa ~. ." (105). 

This ea rdstapa sermonizes on the future of mankind 

while on a journey from the past to the present. The poem 

revolves around the one character--the anhaga/ eardstapa/ 

snottor on mode individual who attempts to persuade his 

a udience by rhetorical means, yet feels free to astound his 

audience with trips backward in time. The ethos of this 

central character swings from the logically syntactical and 

classica l s tance of the persuasive orator to the free-wheel-

ing synthesis and pagan sound of a creative scop. In his 

discussion of the character and structure, Stephen A. Gott

lieb says that this "latent ambiguity" of The Wanderer gives 
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the poem i ts "implicit design" (148). Even though most 

scholars den y these multiple voice theories and rigorously 

defend one speaker for the poem, the ambiguity of the ora

tor-writer' s e thos entices one to follow this intriguing 

theory. However , critics in the past who have followed this 

path have ha d to fall back in disarray. 

W. F . Bolton in "The Dimensions of The Wanderer" gi ve s 

the most c onvincing argument for two voices in the poem. 

Marijane Osborn s e conds his opinion but says that "the two 

voices . . ma y not be . . two dramatic persons" (Classi-

cal Meditation 82). In essence, the wanderer's poignant 

hall uc i n a tions, giving a sense of duality to the poem, high

ligh t his sense of loneliness--a "self" divorced from the 

commun i t y of "others." 

Although the speaker controversy stirs our imaginations 

a n d wh e ts our appetites for the modern feel of the poem, we 

mu s t vie w the poem as an entity with a sole dramatic person

age in orde r to be faithful to the whole. Yet, this does 

no t me an that the dramatic personage uses a single ethos to 

te ll his story. He also employs the "self" of his youth to 

re late some details of his tale. 

I f we acknowledge the poem's unity, we find that the 

po e t has loosely followed the steps of classical oration. 

Lines l-29a form the exordium and exposition, while proofs 

are given in lines 29b-62a and again in lines 88-103a. The 
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propos ition is g i ve n in line s 62b-87 and a gain in lines 

1 03b-1 10, while t h e perorati o n begins in line 1 1 1 a n d c o n

tinues to the e nd of the p oem. The poet has based h is 

complex ideas on the model of a miniature oration . Although 

the pa rts are not de v e loped as fully as they would b e in a 

full-fledged deliber a t i ve oration, the poem neverthel e ss 

conforms (with a few minor variations) to the standard 

dispositio or ar ra ngeme nt laid down by the teachers o f 

rhetoric. 

Since the p oem exhibits conscious artifice coupl e d with 

orator ica l uni t y , argumentation in The Wanderer provide s t he 

basic framework f o r the structure of the poem. J. J . Camp 

bell confi rms this r h e torical skeleton in The Wandere r: 

This poe t h a d a marvelous sense of structure as 

we ll as s t y l e . He overlooked no technique that 

would he l p him to present his theme instructively, 

forcef ull y , a nd movingly. The initial five-line 

sect ion introducing the theme is almost exactly 

balanc ed by the five lines of gnomic conclusion 

(L e arned Rhetoric 198). 

Campbell further a na l y z e s the poem rhetorically, although he 

makes no c l aim tha t the p oe m is based on the divisio of a 

persuas ive speech. similarly, Eugene R. Kintgen finds a 

bifurcation in the a rgume nt of the poem--partly subliminal, 

partly o bv ious ( 119 ). 
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The e thos of an individual who learns to accept the 

life of an integr ated "self" divorced from mead-hall com

panions permeates The Wanderer. The liege-lord, mourned by 

the wanderer, may have been the "super-ego" or "parent" of 

the comitatus, and upon his death, the anhaga and h is 

beloved kinsmen face ruin, hardships, and exile. These 

calamities force the anhaga to become independent of the 

group and eventually give him the right to advise his fellow 

men. When he f inally faces these losses, he makes a journey 

toward maturi ty or se l f -awareness, much in the manner of the 
9 

Jungian idea of individuation. 

In this "moveme nt toward resolution," (Osborn, Classi-

cal Meditation 75) the basis for the poem turns on a con

flict within the wanderer. Without mentioning such an 

internal conflict , Bolton speaks of The Wanderer's triangu

lar shape: the narrator tells the audience of the wanderer ; 

the wanderer tells the audience about himself; and the 

wandere r ignores the narrator's presence (23). But, this 

tripartite division obscures the poem's rhetorical unity and 

would function s tructurally only if the poet had incorpo

rated the expe riences o f two separate individuals into the 

poem. Since two speakers are not clearly indicated, some 

other e xplanation must be delineated. 

It seems more likely that the exordium of lines 1-7 was 

designed to catch the attention of the audience, not to 



introduce two s eparate characters. To do this, the poet 

intrigues his aud i e nce b y presenting, in miniature, the 

pr e cise structure which will be repeated throughout the 
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poem. First, the narrator uses the sense of the historical 

pr e sent to speak of his own desolate past: it is as though 

that past is still occurring in present time. The eardstapa 

of whom he speaks is the narrator's own past youth, and the 

imagery of his mys tifying past becomes the catalyst for 

audience at t entiveness and appreciation. So we begin to 

glimp se the fragmented personality of a man steeped in the 

comitatus traditions who depended on the love of his kinsmen 

and, no longer sure of his own identity, was torn between 

memories of his past and the reality of his present. 

Second , we a lso hear a voice-over from the present: the 

self-conscious narrator, the wanderer of the present, who 

will exp lain many mysteries, chide the rashness of all 

youth , and us e his past identity and present wisdom to warn 

his listeners of a future holocaust. 

At the same time, a third element intrudes into this 

paradoxica l unity: a skillful rhetorician using two aspects 

o f one personality solidifies his argument while uncon

sciously emp loying the poetic language of an oral past. 

This structure confirms Bolton's dimensions but assigns 

different qualit i es to the triad. 

These e arl y lines also disclose the hidden clues which 
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po int to a society dependent upon the community for identity 

and upon others for personality. As a youth, the eardstapa 

could not e xplain his true feelings to strangers whereas 

separa tion from his kinsmen forced him to seek another 

community and another leader who had known his people. Only 

one who had known his background could truly comfort him. 

Th e liege- lord for whom he mourns represents the super-ego 

o r parent of the wanderer's former community, and with his 

loss, the group cannot be sustained; this initial loss 

projects the young wanderer toward reality. 

Lines 1-Sa reveal a character who appears forever lost 

in time. The anhaga ( solitary one) while praying for mercy 

seems una ware of a n audienc e who first spies him "treading 

the tracks of exile on the frost-cold sea." Not onl y is he 

unconscious of his audience , but his spirit also troubles 

him whil e h e "stirs up the cold waters with his hands." 

These fe w lines bring the imagery of the poem into sharp 

focus. It is this p icture of exile which haunts the mind as 

the narrator relates more details of his story. The images 

are sharp: the a nhaga remains on the water-way, never to 

return home . This is the ever-present past which can never 

be lost--the wanderer carries its image in his mind, and it 

live s with him, imprinted on the retina of his mind's eye. 

This is the first leg of the triangle. 

Suddenly , the audience hears a voice overriding their 
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own picture of the lost anhaga which laments: "Fate is most 

relentless !'' At this point , the poet introduces the second 

portion of the triang le: the conscious narrator intrudes at 

pivotal moments during much o f the poem. He has to enter 

the poem in order to explain the significance o f the ima

gery. Although his pas t has been introduced in lines 1-Sa , 

he does not simp l y tell that this is his past; the audience 

is forced to r e live it with him. It pervades his character 

so thoroughly that he is never free of it. But even so, the 

past remains in the past . Its occupants cannot dwell in the 

present exc ept in strong memories, but the narrator can use 

thi s view of the past to speak to the present and to the 

future . 

Thus the complex structure with its conflicting voices 

and times becomes in turn the basis for a well developed 

argument. As the p oet begins the narratio portion of his 

argument (lines 8-29a), he switches to first person . This 

portion of his recita l reveals much about the personCTlity of 

the wanderer, and these details provide the audience with a 

history, a tale of dignity and German stoicism. These lines 

t he n set the tone f or the persuasion that will follow. 

Even though the eardstapa-narrator discusses primarily 

his past , an amb i guous third party intrudes into this sec

tion--the shadow nobleman, the perfect man or adult who 

always reacts with pro per behavior in all of life's 
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troubles. The wa nde rer l i ke ns himself to this eorle who 

also had to fe tte r his thoughts. No longer part of a group , 

th e pe rsona ha s to journey to adulthood by moving through 

his loneline s s to an acceptance of reality. The "self" of 

the young wa nder e r makes decisions based on the role model 

of the gift- gi v e r for whom he mourns. In Jungian terms, the 

wanderer prese nts his persona or mask to the world as he 

r ef l e cts the conve ntional attitudes of his social class 

while reach i ng for the established behavior of a role model 

(Ellenberger 707). The model he follows is that of the 

perfec t no b l ema n, the gift-giver from his past. Thus, these 

first lines es tablish the ethos of the two-faceted character 

who dominate s th e po em as his own alienation becomes the 

basic t h e me o f the narratio . 

The c a tac l y smic event which has caused this miasma of 

loneliness--the de ath of the gold-wine--has restructured the 

lif e of t h e spea ke r. Therefore, the speaker begins a jour

ney--a search f or s e lf and a quest for continuity. Not able 

to live a lone , the wande rer seeks nourishment and identity 

from other s . 

I n the f irst s e ction of proofs (lines 29b-62a), the 

sorrowing youn g wanderer seeks new friends and a new protec

t or. Al ie na t e d and intensely uncomfortable, he finds it 

diffi c ult to sustain his own personality without hearkening 

back to the comitatus of yesterday. The wine-leas man 
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dreams of the pas t in order to find some comfort in a cold 

and hostile world. R. F. Leslie speaks of an emotional 

progre ssion in the wanderer in this section: coupled with 

his dreams , the wandere r's vivid memory of the past lead s to 

the hallucinat ions o f the present (145). These proofs iden

tify the wanderer 's pas t, furthe r develop his ethos, and 

intensify his argument. 

A return to the third person in this first proof sec-

tion provides dis tance f or the audience. Without this dis-

tancing, the excessive despondence of the poem would n eg ate 

the e ffectiveness of the voice echoing from the past. The 

poet's cleverness in providing this interlude becomes appar

ent when h e presents the strange sequence of events which 

gives cohesive ness to his argument. As an example of this 

cohesiveness, Leslie has suggested that the memories of the 

wanderer are never fu lly r e linquished; even in his sleep, 

the tortured man is held captive by the sorrow of the past. 

The anhaga not only sleeps; he is drawn into his own dream 

(145). I n that mome nt bef ore consciousness, the dreamer 

lies in a s t ate of s tupor, unable to fully awaken, and as a 

captive, the wanderer cannot move. He is caught in the 

distant past while sleep with its companion, sorrow, is not 

a comfort but a reminder of lost joys. 

The p oe t uses the word mode to introduce the dream 

which troubles the sleep of the anhaga. This Old English 
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word incorpora tes a complex of meanings only available in 

mode rn English by using four words. The modern words are 

"mind" which ca n be interpreted as: intellect , soul , psyche, 

brain, or inte lligence; "heart" which connotes center, mid

dle, core, hub, nucleus, midst, and focus; "spirit" signi

fying soul, ghos t, courage, or vigor; and "mood" meaning 

humor, temper, or vein. 

In fact , the complexity of the word mode completely 

colors this section of proofs. It is the nucleus around 

which all else revolve s. The dream introduced by mode is 

the "heart" and the "spirit" of The Wanderer while a "mind" 

and a "mood" inf us e the argument with more subtlety. The 

imagery of the previou s sections has led to this heart of 

the poem. Without lines 37-57, the poet's argument would 

lack its full force . A return to the days of yore via the 

dream vision p repares the orator ' s listeners for his propo

sition. In using this sequence, the narrator utilizes the 

emotions of his audience. Even after the anhaga apparently 

awakens from his dream, the audience is unable to relinquish 

the dream aura because the clear-cut divisions between dream 

and reality have bee n obliterated. Thus, the dream affects 

much of the structure of the remainder of the poem. It 

reinforces the audience's initial view of the wanderer--his 

loneliness and fragil i ty while the weakening of the boundary 

between reality and dream compels the audience to believe 
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that the lines following the dream actually belong with the 

dream. Whether they do or not, these lines add to the 

complex ethos of the narrator-wanderer. 

In The Unders tanding of Dreams, Raymond de Becker 

explains the universal symbols often found in actual dreams. 

Applying the se symbols, not only to the wanderer's dream but 

also to his hallucination, we find the following images and 

ideas. The s nowbound landscapes symbolize a period of 

introspection and suffering in the dreamer--a "winter of the 

soul" (326). This phrase aptly describes the frozen hell of 

t he exi le. Unable to find someone who can replace his 

liege-lord, the sufferer begins to confuse dream and rea

lity. 

In dream interpretation terminology, water is often 

pictured as the original womb or the "cause of death and 

engu lfment" (d e Becker 320). The wanderer's stress threat

ens to engulf him in a watery grave, whereas on another 

l evel , he seeks to re turn to the security of the womb. C. 

G. Jung sees in the sea the special symbol of the collective 

unconscious and the "call of the sea . is a call to the 

non-human . ." (de Becker 320). The sea symbolizes the 

ur ge of the wandere r to return to his primal origins--an 

instinctual yearning which can only be articulated with word 

pictures. 

Since birds can be symbols of the soul in dream 
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inte rpretat ion, the dreamer who dreams of "aerial images 

must [be seeking] the ultimate conquest of life . . and 

th e state of freedom most difficult to maintain'' (de Becker 

3 0 S) • Seeking to be free of earthly sorrows himself, the 

wanderer e nvisions sea-birds who spread their feathers while 

yet bathing in the frost-cold sea. Not tied to earth and 

reality, they a re free to fly where they wish, and the wine

l eas guma desires to imitate their freedom. 

Actually, the poet has used an unconscious dream struc

ture throughout much of The Wanderer. Except for the overt 

argument which adds a sense of urgency to the poem, the poet 

scatters dream fragments throughout much of the poem. These 

fragments , parts of the wanderer's past which must have 

seemed like a dream to him, color the poem and give it its 

kinest he tic imagery . 

The p e rvasive white color of his hallucination rein-

forces these dream symbols as the whiteness of frost, snow, 

and hail fa lling upon dusky waves emphasizes the blinding 

clarity of the wise man's dream vision. The color white 

illuminates this proof section and confirms the purity of 

the wanderer's ethos. 

Not onl y does he dream, but his dream is so real that 

it leads the anhaga to hallucinate. Richard Jones in The 

Dream Poet says 

the most compelling daydream will include some 
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deg r ee of awareness that we are not really living 

what we are daydreaming, but the most mundane 

dream is experienced at the time of its being 

dreame d as being lived (12). 

The wanderer's r ecurring dream reinforces the urgency of the 

daydream; both dre am and daydream are interchangeable as the 

dream emphasize s the wanderer's suffering and the daydream 

becomes hall ucination. Neither can the audience separate 

the two sinc e d ream precedes daydream and becomes a part of 

it. These d r e ams and hallucinations then lead the wanderer 

to the inesca pabl e conclusion that man's lot on earth is 

brief and f ull of grief. 

I n the emerging hallucination which commences with the 

v ision o f the waves, the narrator's use of kinesthetic 

image r y re l e as e s a dynamism which further establishes the 

past e tho s o f the wine-leas guma. When the motion of the 

waves goads the memory of the wanderer, he believes that the 

bathin g b i rd s are his missing kinsmen. The "spreading fea

thers of the b i rds," the "fall of mingled frost, snow, and 

hail ," and the "spirit of floating ones" reinforce the sense 

of dynami s m i n this section of the proofs. This dynamic 

e n ergy invests the hallucination with a dramatic power which 

unders core s the loneliness of an alienated man and further 

substant ia t e s h is ethos. All of these motions, movements of 

birds, fros t, snow, hail, and waves, release energy into the 
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poem. 
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Therefore , the scene of the bathing sea-birds becomes a 

pivotal poin t in the wanderer's exile and ethos. Although 

Osborn s ees this as a "positive experience" (Toward the Con

t empl ative 59 ) , the hallucination that the bathing birds are 

his missing ki nsmen clearly signals the end of the wande

r er's innoce nce. When the ir voices become strange and unfa

miliar, their s ongs no longer fit the memories he has 

r etained, and the dream vision flutters to a close. Unable 

to s ustain th e images , th e exile attempts to send his spirit 

back in time a nd spa ce, but unable to do so, he must face 

r eal ity. He must give up the ideas of the past in order to 

make sens e of the present, so his innocence begins to come 

to an end. The narrator looks back to that far-away past 

and describes the reactions of his younger self and being 

abl e to share these feelings gives the poet his strongest 

proofs for his a rgument and for his ethos. 

In lines 58-62a , as the narrator returns to the pre

sent, he speak s in first person again. Verbal irony per

vades these words a s the voice-over brings the mode section 

to a concl usion: 

For~on ic gerencan ne m~g 

fo r hwan modsefa 

r onn e ic eor la lif 

geond ras woruld 

min ne gesweorce 

eal geondtence 
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[Indeed I cannot think why my inmost thoughts g row not 

dark whe n I contemplate all the life of men throughout 

this world. . 58-62a.] 

This ironic s hift prepares the audience for the narrator ~s 

proposition which follows. 

So , the poe t-persona leaves the account of past dis

tresses, old hallucina tions, and bitter memories to begin 

the proposi tion. This is the section of the poem for which 

the wanderer ~s audience has been carefully prepared. 

the wandere r stresses a familiar argument: 

First, 

ealra dogra gehwam 

f orron n e m~g weor~an wis 

wintra d~l on woruldrice. 

Swa ~es middangeard 

dreose~ and fealler; 

wer, a.er he age 

[So this middle earth droops each day of all and falls : 

therefore ,~ man cannot be wise before he possesses his 

share of years in the kingdom of the world. 

65a.] 

. 62b-

He b uilds on this theme as he gives homage to the old 

Germanic code of honor. He lists all of the familiar points 

wh ich a wita must possess if he wants to excel in the Anglo-

Saxon world . Now ma turity has finally come within the grasp 

of the wanderer. The omniscient narrator understands this. 

His memory gives him the moment of epiphany as though he 

still stood i n fr ont o f rime-covered ruins. In the midst of 
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this propo sition , the wanderer uncovers another rnemory-- the 

memory of a nigh tmare. Nothing exists of the past except 

ruins which must resemble his left-over dreams. 

By means of these memories, the ethos of the wanderer 

stands revealed. His listeners have a real understanding of 

this man;s character as they instinctively feel the right

ness of his words . At line 73 one comes to the crux of the 

argume nt which the narrator quickly builds to its climax . 

Ongietan sceal gleaw h~le hu g~stlic bi~ 

ronne eal fisse worulde wela weste stonde~ 

swa nu missenlice geond rsne middangeard 

winde biwaune 

hrime bihrorene, 

[He must pe rceive how awesome 

weallas stondar, 

hryoge ~a ederas. 

(it) is when all this 

world;s wealth remains waste, as now variously through-

out this midd l e e arth, walls stand. . 73-74.] 

For a warrior, the awesome sight of the world's wealth 

lying waste remains frightening to contemplate. Even the 

Old English word gaest lic becomes a fearful part of the 

ruins in this scene of death. Some scholars translate the 

word as "awesome 11 whil e others believe it to be the root for 

"ghastly" or eve n "ghostly." Webster's Dictionary states 

that "ghastly suggests the terrifying aspects of corpses and 

ghosts" (352). Thus, this passage guides one to the sight 

of terrible ruin s--the fabric of nightmares. 
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From th i s point onward, the purpose of this rhetorical 

discourse becomes overt. The poet persona soon launches 

into a description of the present day decay of the world. 

Explaining the purpose of the decay passages in the poem, G. 

V. Smithers d iscusses their eschatological nature. Evi

dently these s c e nes of ruin and death point to the final 

collapse of the world. Indeed, after the fall of Rome, many 

churchmen believed that God would suddenly destroy the 

unfruitful world which had been abandoned to chaos. The 
11 

narrator simply e choes their sentiments. 

By looking at the poem carefully, from this line for

ward, one can sens e the urgency in the voice of the wan-

derer. He does not merely parrot patristic notions of a 

final judgment f or man and his world. It is normal for 

church leaders to se rmonize, but for a man of the world who 

has lived by the Germani c code-of-the-sword to issue the 

same warning must doubly terrify his listeners. The ethos, 

which he has so carefully established, now stands revealed 

in all its variety a nd lends authority to his solemn warn-

ing. 

In lines 73-87, the narrator explains why a man will 

break a vow o f silenc e a nd this further substantiates his 

ethos . He has f ound it necessary to unfetter his spirit; 

therefore , the vows and unspoken laws of his youth no longer 

matter. This is why in this passage he warns young men not 



to make v ows lightly. One never knows what circumsta nces 

will bring c ha ng e s to the warrior. 
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In t hese lines, the gaestlic memory also reinforces the 

proposit i on. Phantasmic in its intensity, the proposition 

returns t o the p revious hallucination. The narrator men 

t ions a b ird, a g ray wolf, and a nobleman, all of wh i ch se em 

related to o ne a nother by the death that destroyed the 

wanderer ;s past l ife . These deaths have led the narrator t o 

reveal h i s own truth and silently strengthens the force of 

his argument. 

Af t e r disc losing these depressing scenes, the snotter 

on mode begins a nother section of proofs when the wise man 

asks t hese r hetorical questions: 

What h a s become of the horse? What has become of 

the warr i ors? Where is the giver of treasure? 

What has b e come of the seats of feasts? Where a r e 

the ha ll - joys? [lines 72-73.] 

This ubi sun t passage proves that mankind now lives in the 

si x th age of wo r l d history, and these proofs emphasize the 

r ea lity o f h i s warning (Smithers 141). 

The wise man then begins to relate what will happen in 

t he l a st days of the world. Darkness and rough hailstones 

wil l fa ll on me n, and all will perish in the cataclysmic 

up heaval at the e nd of the world. In line 97, a wall, 

l i t e rall y or fig urative ly, stands so high that it 
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effectively s eparates the seasoned retainers from t hos e days 

of the pas t. Man no longer has the option of going f orward 

because a wall decorated with the shape of a serpent , or 

Satan in his o r i ginal disguise, bars h i m from the past, j ust 

as death has a c laim on his future. Lines 97-103a f unct ion 

once more as the interweaving of the past with the p res ent. 

The wall guards t h e past which still echoes wi t h the cl ash 

o f long ru sted spears. 

ond ~a s stanhleoyu 

hrio h re o s ende 

wintre s woma, 

nipe~ niht scua, 

hreo hc!e ge far e 

stormas cnyssa~, 

hrusan binde~ , 

ronne won cyme~. 

norfan onsende~ 

h~le~um on andan. 

[And storms beat against these rocky slopes; the fall 

ing snowstorm binds the earth, the noise of tumult. 

When dark come s, the shadow of night darkens, sends 

fort h from t he North rough hail storms in the terror of 

men. 101-1 05.] 

The sound s o f wa r mingl e with the storms of the dream 

vision. Agai n , i n dreams or visions, de Becker says that 

a furi ous wind and a tempest may also be at the 

beginn ing of things; even if, as with typhoons, 

they d e stroy, they still impose a new beginning. 

Thei r dy namism, then, is no longer that of evolu-

tion b u t o f r e volution (312) · 
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Thus, the wanderer encourages a quiet revolution . 

Using the Wel tanschauung of his contemporaries as a common 

reference po int, the poet persona directs his audience 

toward the new and different world of Christianity. Then he 

leaves these storms and dreams as he returns to the main 

thrust of his argument: 

Her bi~ feoh l~ne her bi~ freond la_ene 

her bi3 mon lcU;ne her bi~ m~g lqJ;ne 

eal pis eorran gesteal idel weorpe8 ! 

[In this world wealth is fleeting; in this world kins -

men are f l eeting; in this world, man is brief; in this 

world woman is brief; all the earth's foundation 

becomes vain (108-110)]. 

In the fi nal section of his speech, the wise man stands 

revealed as the ea rdstapa who began the journey towards 

maturity. No longer a callow youth, the wanderer has 

attained peace and wisdom. He has spoken the truth, even 

though to do so required that he tell others of his misera-

ble pas t; so he speaks in his peroration to explain why he 

has broke n his pledge of silence. The only reason a noble-

man should rev eal his heart is to offer a solution to the 

problem that confronts mankind. This then becomes his vali

ant deed . His solution requires that men seek comfort from 

the Father in heaven--the only place where man can find 

permanent happines s. 
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Thus, the snottor on mode~s conclusion leaves his audi

ence with good advice, for he has not left his listeners 

without hope for the future. He has managed in this suc

cinct five- line peroration to leave the impression that he 

is a man of character who has to speak his mind in spite of 

what others might say about him. He has managed to bring 

his audience to a high state of emotional intensity with his 

vivid word pictures and with the force of his argument. 

Edward P. J. Corbett states that, "the kind . of ethical 

appeal tha t seem[s ] to be most appropriate in the conclusion 

[of an argument is] the frank confession of our shortcom-

ings" (289 ). This is exactly what the wanderer has done in 

this perorat ion, and it stands him in good stead. As his 

frank honesty confirms his essential goodness, he has per

suaded his a udience of the truth of his statements by allud

ing to why he broke his vow of silence. Now his listeners 

can have no doubt about the righteousness of his words and 

about the worth of his ethos. 

Yet, the reader never forgets the final picture of a 

lonely man , a man who sits by himself in secret counsel. No 

longer part of a community, the mature wanderer finds com

fort only through the Father, the only one who can take the 

place of the lost gold-wine, but the ever present past 

haunts his memories and focuses attention on the future. 

The blending of past , present, and future events lends a 
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timeless authenticity to the argument of The Wanderer. 

In summary, The Wanderer has a triangular shape . The 

youth who rashly boasts, then loses his friends, and who 

dreams and hallucinates while in exile becomes the first 

facet of the triarig le, and the narrator who is able to 

remember this youth and appears to be omniscient is the 

second facet. The third and most interesting side can only 

be seen after careful scrutiny. This is the shadowy Other: 

unconsciously, yet openly, guiding his pen across the page 

and recording the tragedy o f the past and the hope of the 

future, he remains a bove the seemingly omniscient narrator. 

This conscious poet uses the art of rhetoric to move his 

listeners. Yet he himself is moved. The oral residues of 

his culture and the subconscious desires and drives of his 

nature manipula te him as he speaks to us out of the past. 

This third face t of the triangle will be more fully dis-

cussed in chapter three. 

Kaleidoscopic in its complexity , The Wanderer ~s colors 

change, and the pattern shifts. Collecting experiences from 

several levels of consciousness, the poet incorporates 

dreams and reality into a larger philosophical content. 

Informed by emotional argument, this context is a rhetori

cally unified reflection on the mutability of life. 



Chapter III 

Trace s of the Bicameral Mind in The Wanderer 

Betty Edwards discusses the pictorial ability of the 

right brain, p ointing out that "one of the marvelous capa

bilities of the ri ght brain is imaging: seeing an imaginary 

picture with y our mind's eye. The brain is able to conjure 

an image and the n 'look' at it, 'seeing' it as if it is 

'really there '" (Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain 37) . 

This pictoria l a bility of the right brain allows the narra

tor of The Wande r e r to keep fast in his memory those images 

of the pas t he later reveals to his audience while in lines 

1-5, the haunt ing image he portrays of the solitary man sets 

the tone f o r the e ntire poem. While Tim Lally speaks of the 

mnemonic s t r ucture of The Wanderer as well as the emotive 

diction evoking such images, he also finds a "shifting 

focus" i n t he poem ( 220). This "shifting focus" repeats in 

microcosm the interplay between right and left hemispheres 

in the b r ain. Without the emotional nuances reflected 

t hro ug h t he i ma ge s which permeate this section and many 

others , the p o e m would be unable to achieve the emotional 

power wh ich sets it apart from other writings. 

No t only compressed power, but an intricate design of 
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emotiona l images ove rlays the poem while the basic skeleton 

of The Wanderer is simple, didactic, and precise. The poet 

has a message--an argument--and he uses the poem as a vehi

cl e to prove his argument. Although one can sum up the 

thesis of the argument in a few words, the surrounding 

ornamentation gives the poem its singular power and complex

ity. The e motional images supporting the poet ; s thesis 

become the poem; s ornamentation. 

Many critic s have discussed how this skillful poet 

employs Latin rhe toric. Yet this same poet, whose conscious 

artifice enhances the poem and gives it unity, employs the 

compound word s of his poetic heritage and the traditions of 

his Germanic lineage. Ong states that a true oral culture 

is limited in the kinds of things which it can think about. 

It cannot deal with 

geometrical figures, abstract categorization, 

fo rmally logical reasoning processes, definitions, 

or eve n comprehensive descriptions, or articulated 

self-analysis , all of which derive not simply from 

thought itself but from text-formed thought (55). 

We know tha t the p oe t who wrote The Wanderer was capable to 

a certain de gree of s ome of these things. But of course, he 

did not simply exist in a totally oral culture. His culture 

was in a transitional phase, and he dwelt between two 

worlds . This r e late s to the third facet of the triangle. 
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As see n in c hapter two, much of the poem hinges o n t he 

dream fragments, and as Tim Lally has so ably demo ns trated, 

it is the emot i ve diction underlying these fragme nts which 

delights the ear. Frequent reference to the image of the 

solitary man strengthens the poem and draws the listene rs 

into the mood or a tmosphere the poet has created. No matter 

what else occurs within the poem, the audience is struck by 

the image of the lost man who has reached a frozen hell . 

Therefo r e , it becomes doubly important to study the 

ethos of the poet per sona. Only as we begin to unde r stand , 

the character of the anhaga do we begin to sense the duali s 

tic nature of the p oet and his persona. The wandere r 

becomes the manife station of the poet himself--a man torn 

between two h e misph e r e s: the lost man who wanders in a 

timeless void , and t h e man of sense and logic who draws from 

every source at h is d isposal to remind his listeners of 

God/s final solution. 

This study of the e thos of the wanderer-poet can be 

used in literary c r iticism to explore some of the anomalies 

within the poem . Even though The Wanderer is beautifully 

structured a nd de t ailed, these incongruities prevent a n eat , 

tight interpretation o f the poem. For that reason, formu

laic theories for this p oem--in particular those that 

account for such incong ruities--have appealed to many scho-

lars. These schola r s ma y have selected the correct 
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ap proach, espe cially in view of the connection betwee n oral 

cultures and r i ght brain activity. If, as such scholars 

suggest , Angl o Saxon culture was primarily--or even vesti 

gially--ora l, we would expect to find significant r i ght 

brain trace s in the poetry. Furthermore, to view the wan

derer-poe t as a rhetorician possessing a bicameral mind in a 

transitiona l phase h elps to resolve the incongruities in the 

poem. Al though s h e does not mention bicamerality, Osborn 

observes that "two spiritual states, radically different, 

are represented [within the poem], but the being is arguab l y 

on e indivi d ual " (Classical Meditation 83). She intuitive ly 

posits the bic ameral mind. 

Evidence now e xists which can corroborate Osborn ~s 

intuit ive hypoth e sis. As chapter one explains, over the 

past t we nty years, s cience has discovered that the human 

brain is dual, a nd e ach hemisphere can operate independentl y 

of the othe r . Furthermore, each hemisphere processes the 

same inf ormatio n differently. These facts are the basis of 

several intriguin g possibilities and open the way for fur 

ther insight i nto The wanderer and, indeed, the world of Old 

English po e try . 

In 1844 , physician A. L. Wigan discovered one of his 

patient s had on ly one cerebral hemisphere, even though the 

pa t ient h ad been normal in every respect until his death. 

This dis cove ry led Wigan to realize that only one hemisphere 
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is absolute l y e ssential to the functioning human being, and 

he came to be lieve humans may actually have two "minds." 

Later, other scientists discovered that damage to the left 

hemisphere u sually robbed an individual of the power of 

spee ch. Fo r many years, this glaring fact blinded many 

scientists to th e importance of the right hemisphere. They 

began to call th e left hemisphere the major hemisphere and 

then design a t e d the right one as the minor hemisphere. In 

fact, scie ntis ts assumed that the right hemisphere was uti 

lized only whe n d amage occurred to the left (Rico 66). 

These as sumptions were challenged in the 1950s when 

Roger W. Sper r y and his students pioneered split-brain ope-

rations on a nima ls. These studies led to a unique concept 

in human bra in surge ry. Epileptic seizures in some indivi

duals rende r e d them unable to function in everyday life; so 

in the ear l y 1960s, neurosurgeons Phillip Vogel and Joseph 

Bogen, opera ting on the theories discovered by Sperry and 

his associa t es , surgically cut the connection between the 

t wo halves o f a patient~s brain, and in effect, cured the 

patient~s epil eptic seizures. They proved the seizure began 

in one hemi s ph ere, was transferred to the other through the 

corpus call o sum , and that the splitting of the brain con-

trolled t he sev e r e st convulsions (Rico 66). This case and 

othe rs l ed s ci entists to new discoveries about the human 

brain . They f ound the neglected right brain had its own 
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unique function in human reasoning. 

After these initial discoveries, Sperry and his stu

dents conduc t e d many investigations on the group of patients 

who had unde rgone cormnissurotomy. These researchers devised 

complicated tests revealing the dual nature of the brain 

split by the commissurotomy. Thus, they proved that the 

corpus callosum wh ich links the two hemispheres is a ''chan

nel of communi cation between two radically different think

ing systems" ( Rico 71). 

These tests and experiments confirmed Wigan;s intuitive 

one hundred and f orty year old hypothesis: the human being 

has two different brains within one head; each is geared to 

perform separa t e f unctions, and each is somewhat unaware of 

the other. As more experiments have revealed the dual 

nature of the brain, scientists have attempted to correctly 

identify the distinc t characteristics of each hemisphere. 

Jos eph Bogen, one of the early pioneers in this experi

mental field , in "The Other Side of the Brain: An Appo

si t i onal Mind " listed the differences and similarities of 

the two h e mispheres . He called the left hemisphere "propo

sitional " and purposely designated the right one as a vague 

" appositional" hemisphere, since little evidence could then 

be cited on the ac tual function of the right brain. He 

continued to describe the duality of the brain and revealed 

how these dichotomie s have been expressed in literature and 
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in science for thousands of years (Ornstein 120). He 

believed scienc e had begun to uncover evidence which would 

lead to new concepts about the brain, human personality, and 

rela t ed functions. 

In rece nt years, much research by Bogen and others has 

c e ntered on the creative abilities of the two hemispheres. 

The left brain appea rs to be charged with the logical syntax 

of language , and scientists believe it to be vitally impor

tant in verbaliz ation, but nevertheless, some research indi

cates poetry and musi c belong mainly to the right hemi-

sphere . Eran Zaide l claims the right brain's "elusive" 

abil ities a re "an unexpected and unusual form of natural 

language " (10) . Gabrielle Rico describes right brain lan

guage as that which "belongs to a rhythmic, imagined, seman

tic, or emotional whole where totality of meaning transcends 

gramma tical components" (76). 

When William Penfield, a renowned brain surgeon, per-

formed some of the first stimulation experiments on his 

patients' brains in the 1930s, he found that each patient 

had two individual "computers"--two halves for each brain 

( 8 1 ) • But Julian Jaynes says the important thing about 

almost all of these stimulation-caused experiences Penfield 

performe d on the right side of the brain is their "other

ness, the ir opposition from the self, rather than the self's 

own actions or own words" ( 111). 
In other words, the left 



brain appears to control "self" identity and refuses to 

acknowledge its other half. 
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Never the less, it is important to note that while Pen

field 's stimulation of the left hemisphere affected speech 

or muscle movements, it "never caused hallucinations or 

double con s c iousness. These experiences resulted only from 

stimulation of the right side of the brain" (Blakeslee 32). 

This became important information later when physicians 

began to app l y these theories to schizophrenia and other 

brain disorders. These experiments also have implications 

for literary criticism. 

Subsequ e nt research indicates the right (or minor) 

hemisphere r e sponds in non-verbal ways to full images. 

Without t h i s ability, our sophisticated left hemisphere 

which corre lates details would only allow us to see minu

tiae. The rig ht brain draws analogies while the left sees 

cause and effect. The left learns rules while the right 

intuitively seeks patterns. The following list emphasizes 

these dif f erence s: 

Lef t: 

Sequentia l /Line ar 

Logical 

Detailed/Ve r bal 

Information-oriented 

Grammatica ll y Syntactical 

Right: 

Spatial 

Analogical 

Imagistic/Pictoral 

Emotion-oriented 

Musically Resonant 
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Symbolic 

Temporal/T ime Relations 

Rational 

Metaphoric 

Spiral/Dream Sequences 

Superstitious 

Intuitive Abstract 

These rec en t f indings about the brain lead one to 

understand tha t The Wanderer fits into the category of both 

right and lef t bra in phenomena, yet one can analyze the 

structure of Th e Wanderer with these dichotomies and find 

interesting pa r al l e ls supporting both Ong's and Jayn es ' 

theories. 

For instance, one discovers many words within the poem 

related to ora lity. These traces of orality reinforce Ong ' s 

thes is that "writing restructures consciousness" (82). Sel 

dom does a modern poem utilize so much of its structure on 

the act of speaking or listening, but as one retreats back

ward through o ur English poetry, one discovers an increasing 

orality of t h i s nature. Thomas R. Blakeslee supports this 

concept and add s that unlettered (oral) cultures still exist 

today. He exp lains that 

th e ir peo p le are biologically the same as you and 

I. But the y have a style of thinking that is 

dis t i n c tl y nonverbal. Language to them is valued 

as a me a ns of conununication but not as a mode of 

thought (110). 

The thinki ng o f oral cultures has not been refined by the 
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art o f writing as we know it, and they still behave in ways 

foreign to l i terate men because they must still transmit t he 

past to the pr e sent orally. This leads us to remembe r that 

in an o r al world, works of art are composed to be spoken or 

r e ad aloud, bu t wholesale individual acts of private rea d 

ings do not o ccur. 

To f ind s ome of these traces of orality in The Wander-

er, one has onl y to reread certain key lines. In line six, 

the wanderer "cwae (spoke)." In line nine, he had to 

"cwioa n (bewai l) " his sorrows. Again in line eleven , he d id 

not dare to "a s e cgan (speak out)" his inmost thoughts. In 

line seventeen , h e is "dom-georne (eager for praise)," wh ile 

in lin e thirty-e ight the youth has to learn to do without 

the "lar-cwidum (counsels)" of his lord and patron. In 

lines fif ty- t wo and fifty five, the wanderer both "grete 

(gree t s )" his k insme n and speaks of "cuora cwide-giedda 

(known sayings or songs)" within his hallucination. In 

lines s ixty- s i x through seventy, when listing the character

istics of a goo d wita, the poet says he must not be too 

"hraed-wyrde (ha sty of speech)," nor should he be too eager 

· )" h h " ·ce (speaks)" a "beot in "gi e lpes ( b oa s t ing wen e spri 

( vow) . " Later in l i nes seventy-nine and eighty-six, the 

wanderer tel l s of how the world has been deprived of "drearne 

(music ) " and "bre ahtma (noises)." In line ninety-one, the 

wis e man" as wor d acwi (these words utters)" when he tells 
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three. 

Fina ll y , the poet comes full circle. In line one 
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hundred and e l e v e n, the snotter on mode "swa cwae ( in such ---

a manner spoke )" his final words of wisdom. The number of 

words which signi fy the act of speaking or listening i n thi s 

catalogue of ora lity is impressive. Surely, the Old Engl i sh 

poet must have v a lued his sense of hearing more than his 

modern count e rpart does, and these types of images came 

easily and nat ural l y to him. 

Anothe r p i e c e of e vidence which supports the the s is 

that the p o e t of The Wanderer was bicamerally influenced can 

be fo u nd i n the d r e am-hallucination sequence. Jaynes 

believes that s chi zo phrenia with its peculiar symptoms is a 

modern ves tige o f the bicameral mind, and since stress is a 

necessary i ngre dient in schizophrenic hallucinations, h e 

believes the " threshold for release of [a] hallucination" 

was cons ide rab ly lowe r within bicameral societies: 

Th e se s ymptoms are p rimarily the presence o f audi

to r y ha llucinations (in very acute cases, visual 

hal lucinations a ccompany the voices). , and 

the de t e rioration of consciousness, namely the 

loss o f the analog "I," the erosion of mind-space, 

and an inability to narratarize (408). 

Taking t h e s e symptoms in order, one can compare them to what 
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exis t s to support the application of the bicameral mind 

theory t o The Wa nderer. 
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Firs t, ha llucinations make the schizophrenic appear 

confused . The "total social circumstances of which the 

individual is a part" becomes a part of the hallucination 

(Jaynes 409). In terms of the poem, when the wanderer first 

awakens fr om his dream, he hears the cries of the bathing 

birds . These birds are a part of his social mil ieu at this 

precise mome nt, and their cries become the focus for part of 

his hall ucination . As the cries, in turn, become the vo ices 

of his dead comrades , the wanderer reveals his inner confu

sion, ref l e cting his kinship with the schizophrenic . 

"Ha llucinations are dependent on the teachings and 

expect at ions of childhood," and the wanderer is no exception 

( Jaynes 409). His memories interfere with his sense of 

being i n the present time . And as he loses his control of 

a sense o f linear time, he also loses his mind-space, and 

wi th this loss g oes his sense of what most people perceive 

as real time. As far as the schizophrenic is concerned, he 

exist s in all times--past, present, and future (Jaynes 422) . 

Mu ch o f the imagery in The wanderer can be traced back to 

t h i s s ame sense of spiraling time-zones in the anhaga, as 

the wa nderer slips into the past, dreaming of his lost 

l iege-lord and see ing his old comrades. 
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Again, research on schizophrenic behavior offers 

ins ight into the workings of a bicameral mind when it indi

cates that sch i z ophrenic persons lose their concept of the 

an a 1 og " I . " I · 1 t th · h n simp e erms, is means tat they operate 

in a fragmente d fashion, so that they lose touch with their 

own identi ty, often resulting in what psychiatrists call 

boundary loss. And like the schizophrenic, the person with 

a bicamera l mind might not be able to accurately describe 

himse lf as an individual or know his own name as part of his 

uniqueness in a community (Jaynes 425). As an individual, 

events pull him apart. The true bicameral man may know his 

body lies on a bed, but he might feel that he can still view 

the room and himself from a point near the ceiling of the 

room. As an example of this in the poem, the wanderer sends 

his werigne sefan over the sea's embrace; when his suffering 

results in intens e stress, and when he cannot retain his own 

ego , his spirit (mind) and body must part. 

A last clue can be seen in the "loss of narratization" 

problem in sch izophrenic behavior when the remnants of the 

self become a "commanded automaton." Quite often, this type 

of mind "f ee ls memories, music, or emotions, either pleasant 

or unpleasant, which seem to be forced upon him from some 

alien source, and, therefore, over which 'he' has no con

trol'' (Ja ynes 423). These visions clash with reality and 

cause the mind to act and react to the scenes existing only 
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clouds ove r with scenes from his past which crowd out the 

reality of his present. 
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In a b rain that is not asymmetric, the "mechanism that 

activa tes onl y the left or right apparently breaks down 

caus ing a spillover of dreamlike images into the normal 

waking consc iousness" (Blakeslee 32). Surely this parallels 

what is happening in The Wanderer. The exile sees and hears 

his dead c omrades in the scene of real birds bathing in a 

crystallized sea. These images haunt both the wanderer's 

dreams and h i s universe. In line 55, the memory of his 

kinsmen is s o strong that he becomes confused, and as he 

turns to g r ee t them, he even hears their songs in his grief. 

His dream world interferes with his knowledge of reality as 

it impinge s on his reality, causing him to respond against 

hi s will. 

The b l e nding of reality and dream may haunt the bicame-

ral mind a nd can only slowly be relinquished. Even though 

sophistica t e d e nough to become embedded in a rhetorical 

framework, t he bicameral mind nevertheless retains its resi-

dual infl u e nce on succeeding generations. In an article 

entit l e d , "The Evolution of the Analytic Topoi: A Specula

t ive Inquiry ," Frank J. o'Angelo connects these residual 

inf l uences with writing when he suggests that 
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the composing process is a movement from an undif

fere ntiated whole to differentiated whole and it 

repeats in microcosm the history or the evolution 

of consciousness. In this view, the composing 

process is holistic and organic. Invention, 

arra ngement, and style, rather than being separate 

proces ses, are organically related to each other 

and to underlying thought processes in important 

ways (66-67). 

Thus, the composing process itself becomes a microcosm of 

the evolut ion of cosmic consciousness, and this microcosm 

contains the sum of the parts which have fashioned it in 

prec eding gene rations. The poet of The Wanderer acts out 

this process. 

Jaynes states that 

while the universal characteristics of the new 

consciousn es s, such as self-reference, mind-space, 

and narratization, can develop swiftly on the 

heels of new language construction, the larger 

contours of civilization . against which this 

happens, can only change with geological slowness. 

The matter a nd t e chnic of earlier ages. 

surv ive into the new eras uneroded, dragging with 

them the older outworn forms in which the new 

menta lity must live (320). 
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The Old Eng lish poet brings together the disparate e l e ments 

o f orality a nd literacy, the formulaic and the rhetorical 
' 

the old and the new. Although fully literate, he utilizes 

the sounds and memories from the past. 

In view of the foregoing information, the primary evi

d e nce for a right brain scenario in The Wanderer resides in 

the elusive, ambiguous narrator. The triangular shape dis

cussed in chapter two remains the strongest argument for a 

poe t who shifts from right to left brain mode, and who 

s eemingly trans c e nds a horizontal (or linear, sequential) 

sense of time . The poet persona's shifting from scene to 

sc e ne and fr om voice to voice is, in some ways, explained by 

the theory deve loped from the commissurotomy studies, the 

ide a that the two hemispheres of the brain can behave so as 

to seem like two independent persons. 

In many wa ys, the poet-narrator in The Wanderer is a 

cl a ssic example of how one bicameral mind reacts after 

having been e xposed to the art of rhetoric. The lines which 

have caused c ritics the most trouble can be readily under

stood give n the context of the poet's subconscious creation 

of a hallucinating character. As the eardstapa recounts his 

sorrows, he looks backward in time and has little difficulty 

in using time as a sequential tool to recount the past. But 

as the p oem progresses and the wanderer speaks as the young 

warrior, he initiates a time-warp where real time slips in 
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and out of his story. His memories are fantasticall y woven 

among his re a l ities, and in "sorrow and sleep," his dreams 

are mingled wi th visions of yesterdays. 

In any wo r k of art, "dreams . . have been considered 

as confessions of the artist's unconscious personality " (de 

Becker 103) , and not only do dreams reveal the unconscious , 

but they have a l l "the characteristics of right brain activ

ity: dreams are o f ten nonverbal, emotional, full of images, 

and lacking in a logical time sequence" (Blakeslee 31). In 

fact, many patie nts who have sustained injuries to the right 

hemisphere appear dre amless. But, part of the structure o f 

this poem beg in s with a dream sequence which becomes more 

emotiona l, more irrational, and more imagistic as it pro

gresses. 

As the narr a tor-wanderer recounts his tale (lines 8-

29a), he is cert a inly aware of linear time and has his own 

unique identi t y . But (lines 29b-57), as he switches to 

third person , he l e aves no room for an individual "self" who 

consciously acts; instea d, he is acted upon. The narrato r 

enters a hypno t i c trance, even as he relates the dreams or 

hall ucina t i ons h e has known. When he returns to reality 

(line 58 ) , the wa nde rer becomes newly aware of "self." The 

hallucina t ing state over, the poet clearly summarizes his 

feelings as he s peaks briefly but directly to his audience. 

In lines 1 -7 in The wanderer, the poet has presente d a 
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miniaturized world , setting forth the basis of his argument 

as he offers an overview of the poem preceeding his main 

argume nt. The wholeness of this image captures the atten

tion of the audience and sets the stage for subsequent 

action. Not only can the listener picture the scene, he can 

also hear the emot i ons conveyed by such words as: anhaga, 

eardstapa , and wraeclastas. Complex alliteration and sty

listics grace the lines with a unique musical resonance. 

An in-depth look at the list of right brain concepts on 

pages 49-50 suggests that the poem is indeed influenced by 

an intuitive consciousness--a bicameral mind ~ The Old 

English poet , immersed as he was in an oral-literate world, 

perceived reality in a more imagistic spiral than does the 

modern audience. Despite our physiological potential, our 

modern minds , influenced by technology and print, perceive 

things in a li near time frame. It is not that the Old 

English poet did not know yesterday from tomorrow, but that 

he placed less e mphasis on the linear aspects of storytell-

ing. 

Again, the firs t section of the poem deals with an 

el usive pers onality. using a verbal picture as the image of 

the whole, the poet convinces his listeners of the worthi

ness of his ethos as he recounts how the wanderer rows 

across a frost-cold sea. The poetic diction, consisting of 

words such as "treading the tracks of exile," reinforces the 
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image o f a s olitary man who has attained spiritual wisdom 

and re inforc e s the ethos of one who has faced wyrd and who 

speaks a bout the past and yet from the past simultaneously . 

In a boo k e ntitled Perceiving Time:~ Psychological 

Inve s t igation with Men and Women, Thomas J. Cottle says: 

the s patial conception of time is based on our 

i nvolvement with the past, present, and future; 

our be li e f that they are related in some way ; and 

a fee ling that there is more to time than the 

li ne ar passage of succeeding moments (14). 

Thus, the poet/ s p resentation of spatial time instead of 

linear time prepares his audience with a different view of 

rea lity . The s tor y he will develop will use this concept of 

spatia l time. Past, present, and future will seem interre-

l ated as he d e v e lops those special scenes which will infil

t ra t e the c onsciousness of his audience. 

The par t s o f The Wandere~ which have seemed most ima-

gis ti c , mos t Germanic, and most difficult to analyze by 

trad itiona l me thods have been called formulaic. According 

t o Fra n c i s P. Magoun, the singers or composers of oral 

f ormulas "would scarcely have to devote conscious thought in 

orde r t o f it the m into some different context or slightly 

dif fe ren t g rammatical situation" (450). Therefore, the Old 

English po e t unconsciously echoes the phrases of the past-

phra ses t ied to antiquity (Magoun 448). Without being 
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conscious o f the process, the poet employs the poetic lan

guage of hi s heritage, and it is this heritage that 

stretches ba c kward to the bicameral society of a strongly 

oral world. Even though orality dominates the poet, he can 

also picture the wintry woes of the anhaga and can transmit 

this picture to his audience. 

For a c lo s er look at the right brain phenomena within 

The Wanderer, we need to further explore the list of right 

brain charac t e ristics, and with the aid of ethos enter the 

deeper world of the poet's unconscious mind and the perso-

nality of h i s creation. 

For examp l e , first on the "right" list is the element 

of spatial time . The entire poem is sequential or linear in 

its overa ll structure of the parts of an argument, but the 

exordium presents the past, which the wanderer interrupts 

with the p r e s e nt. Later, the narratio speaks in the present 

about the past. In the first proof section (lines 29b-62a), 

the past is seen as removed from the present and removed 

from the nar r ator who speaks of his past much as an onlooker 

would speak. Before he ends this section, the narrator 

returns to the present time and to the first person mode. 

During the proposition (lines 62b-110), the wanderer 

remains in the present tense but returns to the dream-like 

past. Sti l l in the proposition, the poet weaves in further 

proofs a n d the n returns to the present (lines 88-103a). For 
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the res t o f the proposition, the poet switches to th e future 

but ends in present time (lines 103b-110). The peroration 

begins i n the past, journeys to the future and ends in the 

present - -a s ynopsis of the poem/s spatial time frame (lines 

111-115). 

For another r ight brain characteristic, the poet pre

sents the analogica l aspects of The Wanderer by portraying a 

wanderer who is the parable of a lost soul journeying from 

pagan igno r ance t o Christian faith. Many critics have ana

lyzed thi s aspe ct of the poem. For instance, James F. 

Doubleday d raws an a nalogy between a trinitarian soul con

sistin g of memory, intellect, and will and the structure of 

the poem (189 ). F. N. M. Diekstra, on the other hand, finds 

that the poet presents an analogy between wisdom and the 

virtue of the golden mean (73). 

Du r ing much of the poem, the image of the anhaga 

recurs. Th e audience is not given many details about the 

wanderer . we don /t know his name or what he looks like 

because t h e actual wanderer is unimportant. He merely sym

bolizes t he a na logica l aspects of the poem and presents the 

firs t i mage--a recurring vision of a man alone on white 

seas. Nev e r are we told the exact circumstances which 

f o rced the wanderer into exile. Instead the narrator draws 

i mage s o f a youth who departs, who seeks, who dreams and 

ha l lucina t e s. we hear of disasters: little fragments which 



g ive strength to the wita~s argument. The poet tells of 

death and de struction in ambiguous ways. We learn of the 

gray wolf, a bird, and a wall decorated with serpents. 

Never do we learn all the details which have led to disas-

t e r. Only the bare images are presented. 

Then aga in, the poet "charts the emotional nuances of 

thought" which also characterizes the right brain (Rico 

6 9) • Lally ha s d rawn the most complete picture of the 

6 3 

pathos withi n The Wanderer. He believes the emotive diction 

within the poem purposely engages the reader, and he has 

studied the alli teration of each line in an attempt to focus 

on mnemonic units within the structure. For instance, in 

line 55, Lally discovers the 

alliterative pattern links the waves and weari 

ness (and that this in turn) contrasts with line 

56 where the pattern emphasizes the depleted 

energy of a mind trying to search the expanse of 

waves. The watery picture is desolate and 

f o rbidding to the human mind and spirit, which 

makes the alliterative link between waves and 

weariness an appropriate echo of fatigue and dis-

couragement (90). 

Through the use of emotive diction, such as one finds in the 

dream and hallucination segment, the poet creates a corre-

sponding emotion in his audience. 
This then becomes another 
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link to the right brain. 

Thomas R. Blakeslee in The Right Brain:~ New Under

standing of the Unconscious states that "the right brain 

leans toward looking at things negatively and emotionally, 

while the left is more positive and logical" (30). This 

idea may serv e to answer Bolton who says that he does not 

know why the poe t gave such "prominence" to the letter win 

lines 74-80 (15). Perhaps, the emotional nuances are more 

completely sat is f ied when the poet employs the mournful 

smoothness of the letter w. These lines are undoubtedly 

meant to underscore the present decay of the Germanic world . 

The wealle built by man becomes his last monurnent--the 

remnant of his sorrow, and thew sounds reinforce this 

mournfulness. 

Returning to the list of right brain phenomena, we find 

a musically resonant right brain while the left is grarnmati-

cally syntac tical. The alliterative aspects of The Wanderer 

certainly gives substance to the musical aspects of the 

poem . Blakes lee says that "musical discrimination and sense 

of pitch are often lost after right brain damage . " 

(141). "And s ince poetry in antiquity was sung rather than 

spoken, it was perhaps largely a right hemisphere function" 

(Jaynes 366 ) , because "song is primarily a function of the 

right cerebral hemisphere" (Jaynes 365). Without the fine 

tuning of the right hemisphere, the poem would lack the 
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tonality and resonance which it possesses. Bolton also says 

an "acoustic aspect" permeates the The Wanderer (16). The 

poem echoes with the sounds of a frozen world, and the 

interweaving of time and the remnants of past voices lend 

the poem this aspect of acoustical resonance and musical 

harmony. 

Accord ing to Blakeslee, right brain damage can cause a 

person to lose not only his musical ability but his under

standing of "the more subtle aspects of language meaning" 

(140). While the intact left brain understands the literal 

meanings of words, it does not comprehend the "more subtle, 

metaphorica l aspects of language" (140). Then, the subtlety 

of a musical poem must rely on the right brain's comprehen

sion for its composition or enjoyment. 

So me of the metaphorical aspects of language in The 

Wanderer can easily be discovered. In the exposition or 

narratio, the wanderer has learned to bind his feelings 

within his tre asure-chest (heart). Even his mind must be 

fastened in fetters. Later as the darkness of the earth (or 

soil) has covered his friend, he travels in sorrow (winter

sad) over the embrace of waves. 

In the proofs, sorrow becomes the anhaga's comrade 

which forces the lonely man to become the guardian of his 

own ex il e. The earth presents a cold breast to him instead 

of its wealth . In his exile, sorrow and sleep hold him 
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captive. The s e are only a few of the surface featur e s of 

metaphorica l l angua ge within The Wanderer, and many more of 

these could be q uoted. 

Return ing to our list of right brain characteristics, 

we come to the s p iraling effect of dreams. Rico discusses 

this spiral i ng e ff e ct of the dreaming right brain . She says 

that the righ t b rain discovers the designs that are not 

organized into a linear frame "but cluster around images of 

crystal lized fee lings" (69). This hemisphere is a "lumper : 

connectedn e ss [ i s more] important" than sequences (69). The 

poet of Th e Wander e r allows his audience to savor the images 

he has sca t tered through his poem. The design of the poem 

highlights a n d cry s tallizes the emotions of poet and audi

ence, and thi s b e come s hypnotic as the emotion carries them 

through the po em . 

Havel ock discusse s this same kind of "sleep-walking " 

practiced by t he ear lier Greeks: 

The Greek ego in order to achieve [full conscious-

ness ha d to] . . stop identifying itself suc-

cess ive l y with a whole series of polymorphic vivid 

narrat ive s ituations; [had to] stop re-enacting 

the whol e s cal e of the emotions ... in which the 

c haracter s of epic [became] involved .... It 

[ had t o s a y] 'I am I, an autonomous little 

· f y own able to speak, think and act un i vers e o m , 
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(200). 
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Ong states that Luria/s peasants also had problems with 

self-analysis. For instance, one man when asked to answer 

personal questions of a nature that would require self

analysis was unable to describe himself except in terms of 

externals. When asked if he were satisfied with himself, or 

if he needed to make any changes in himself, he answered: 

"'It would be good if I had a little more land and could sow 

some wheat/" (Ong 54). He simply did not perceive a "self" 

apart from his land. But oral cultures do wake up. The 

changing technology of communication seems to "refresh. 

the memory thr ough written signs [which] enable ... a 

reader [ and a writer] to [eventually] dispense with. 

its dream language" (Havelock 208-09). 

In this same manner, the oral culture gradually dis

poses of many of its superstitions. As "abstract language 

of descriptive science ... replace[s] a concrete language 

of oral memory," superstitions leave the dream--"a condition 

intermediate between scientific knowledge on the one hand 

and of blank unconsciousness on the other" (Havelock 236-

40). The concept of an uncaring Wyrd is replaced by Chris

tian doctr ine and rhetorical logic. Such superstition in 

the poem (all those horrifying scenes of the past intruding 

into the present, scenes of birds and gray wolves depriving 
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men of bur ial peace), gives way to the wisdom of the snotter 

on mode. ---- He counsels men to obtain merc y and comfort from 

the Father in heaven. No longer must men depend on a capri

cious Wy rd. The poem begins with Wryd, but it ends with the 

mer c y of God . Beginning with the superstition of the past, 

the narrator brings his audience to the one rational man, 

the snotte r on mode. 

The las t right brain characteristic to be considered is 

intuition . The i ntuitive aspect of The Wanderer is defi

nitely not readi ly apparent since the intuition resides in 

the poe t himself. As he practices his craft, he instinc

tively combi nes the best of both the oral and the literate 

worlds, reciting k ey formulas to the sounds of an archaic 

rhythm, but als o arranging them in a most exquisite argu

ment, the structure rhetorically unified and coherent. 

Fina lly, The Wanderer sustains our interest in spite of 

its less than comprehensive descriptions and its didacti-

cism. The p oe t~s argument is simple, although his structure 

is complex , a nd the structure is complex because the poet 

has created a mixture of the oral and the literate, the 

formulaic and the rhetorical, the old and the new. 



Chapter IV 

The Wanderer as a Microcosm of an Evolving Consciousness 

Aristotle, one of the first to develop many of the 

rhetorical concepts associated with poetics, declared that 

the poet has many options in the realm of ethos. The poet 

may choose to speak as himself, or he may create another 

personal ity, or the poet may elect to present his theme in a 

more drama tic fashion by the use of several characters, 

involving them in a particular situation and allowing them 

to develop as they will. 

These options have all been utilized by the poet of The 

Wanderer. At times the poet employs his own values in an 

e ffort to s way his listeners. Those become the times when 

he has chosen to speak as himself--times when he develops 

and suppor t s his own Weltanschauung and overtly persuades 

his audience that only the Christian god can promise peace. 

On the surface, the Old English poet created only the 

character o f the wanderer, but he also created two unique 

personalities for the wanderer--both the narrator and his 

youthful alter ego/protagonist. With these characters, the 

poet ill ustrates the dramatic narrative as the wanderer 

discloses to the audience his past, present, and future. 

69 
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During the process, a subtle change overtakes this two

faceted c haracter as he convincingly portrays both the y outh 

and the wise man. At the beginning of the poem, the youth 

begi n s a journey, and as he wanders, he becomes the heroic 

wise ma n--the snottor on mode. 

Whe n one considers the potential audiences of The Wan

derer (pa s t, present, and future), one discovers that the 

poet unerr ingly catches the attention of his listeners with 

the forc e of his argument and the depth of his emotive 

diction . Some within the audience may be expecting a dif

feren t me ssage from the wanderer , and lulled by the rhythms 

of the past, these may have waited for the familiar German ic 

themes . Since the poet began with the concept of wyrd , his 

audienc e may have thought he would conclude with the old 

truisms , and although he makes elegant use of these, his 

message clearly asks for a new direction in the Old English 

wo rld . 

As to the effect of h is words, the poem itself test i -

fies t o the poet ~s success. It clearly reveals his own 

c h a r a cte r , his own peculiar ethos, just as he himself has 

unveil ed the personality of the anhaga. Through a study of 

these e l ements within this particular poem, one discovers 

t h e residual influence of the bicameral mind lingering in 

t h e poetics of the Anglo-Saxon scop. Within The Wanderer, 

t h e e thos itself testifies to an evolving consciousness--an 
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outer ego who develops from within the poet-narrator . Th e 

oral formulas exist to support a major breakthrough for the 

literate mind, undergirding the selfhood of one who has 

faced Wy rd and who can now bring that experience forward, 

examining i t and culling from it those kernels worth keep

ing. This conscious ethos still speaks to the present, and 

for this r e ason, The Wanderer maintains the interest of its 

audiences and remains a valid source of scholarly debate. 

A stud y of the kind which has been undertaken in this 

paper ra i se s a number of intriguing questions and possibili

ties, and if the same study could be undertaken for all Old 

English l i t erature, what would be touched by it? What 

significance would such a study have for the oral-formulaic 

question itself? Can Old English scholars assume that the 

presence of formulas in a poem presupposes an oral composi

tion? What implications does this pose for the body of Old 

English li t e r a ture altogether? Can one propose that right 

brain phenomena be sought in all of the poems? If one finds 

that one poem contains a preponderance of right brain ele

ment s, d oe s this mean that it may be older than one that 

does not contain such evidence? Does this further mean that 

a poem con taining bicameral evidence can be classified as 

primar il y oral or formulaic? Can The Wanderer form a basic 

tex t on which to base a theory of Old English poetics? 

Where wou ld such a theory lead? 
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In orde r to answer these questions, one must first 

coherent l y formulate a theory of Old English poetics 

attempt ing to account for all of the diverse elements one 

discover s within the corpus. One such partial theory has 

been attempted in this paper. Using the rhetorical element 

of ethos , one can pinpoint those characteristics of t h e 

right brai n which were highly visible in the poetry of the 

Anglo-Saxo ns . After isolating these characteristics , it 

should be p ossib le to place the lyric poems into a schema 

which reads f rom highly oral with right brain evidence to 

highly li t e rate with rhetorical emphases. The Wanderer 

should fi t somewhere at midpoint in such a schema with 

perhaps "Wul f and Eadwacer" at one end of the scale and "The 

Ruin" a t t h e other. 

By p l a cing these poems on such a scale, one may find 

some poems e xhibiting more orality than others. Such a 

statement d o e s not mean to imply they have less value. In a 

poem composed by a poe t not yet fully immersed in a literate 

ethos, one would e xpect to find more syntactical ambigui

ties, beca use syntax develops from the highly linear and 

logical l ef t bra in. Thus, the changing environment would 

seem t o p l a y a major part in the development of Old English 

poetry and t he refinement of it. Some of the enjoyment one 

feels in reading these poems may stem from the collective 

unconscious (from our right brain) which continues to haunt 
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our left bra ins. 

The Wanderer itself can function as a basic text for 

this theory. Indeed, the poem readily reveals all the 

important aspects related to such a hypothesis because of 

its very nature, because it exhibits many structural ambi

guities ye t contains a rhetorical argument. This rhetorical 

unity of The Wanderer reinforces the concept that the logi

cal left brain has structured the skeleton of the poem while 

right brai n creativity added depth to it. And as the pre

mier example , The Wanderer reveals several important things. 

First, the poem definitely blends the oral and literate 

traditions. Many critics have studied its oral formulas, 

yet the basic rhetorical argument implies a literate com

poser, and as has been demonstrated, the two do not cancel 

one another. Based on this theory, The Wanderer becomes a 

transitiona l text , part formulaic, part lettered. This 

could also be true of other Old English poems. Some poems 

may reveal more orality and less literacy while others may 

contain the reverse . Only a thorough examination of each 

poems structur e can confirm this. 

The Wanderer~s structure reveals the unique physiologi-

cal charac teristics of the right brain. As Julian Jaynes 

suggests , "The oral becomes written by the poet himself, and 

written, it should be added, by his right hand, worked by 

his left hemisphere" (374). Through the study of the ethos 
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of the poet-wanderer, one discovers the nature of orality- 

the righ t brain characteristics inherent in the character of 

the anhaga, revealing the latent bicamerality of the poet 

himself. This orality, coupled with rhetorical ingenuity, 

become s part of the structure of the poem. 

As a prelude to this view of The Wanderer, one must 

emphasize the ethos of the poet and that of the narrator and 

his alte r egos. Just as the poet is unconsciously influ

enced by his environment, the narrator is also an extension 

of the poet. Even though a modern reader does not know the 

identi t y o f the poet, he can begin to understand the pecu

liar e t h os which permeates the poem. A thorough study of 

this r he torical element prepares the reader to see beneath 

the sur f ace of the poem and to delve into the mind of the 

anonymous poet. Through such a study, the poet becomes a 

f l es h and blood man--one who uses an oral heritage which has 

been a ugmented by Latin rhetoric. 

Su c h a study also enables one to see the narrator as an 

exten sion of this poet. The narrator no longer remains an 

enigma. one can ascertain the narrator's multiple persona

li t ie s a nd his fragmented view of time. The ethos which the 

po e t e stablishes early in the poem expands the concept of 

narrator. No longer narrow, the role of narrator has been 

a mp lifie d to include all the past personae who can dwell in 

one mi nd. 
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One other possible benefit from studying the ethos of a 

poem r e sults in a clearer understanding of the unconscious 

background of the poet. As one studies the ethos of the 

narrator of The Wanderer, one learns that the poet himself 

be longs to an oral community and has become one of the new 

el ite--those who are literate. No longer an anonymous 

entity, his p oem proves that he can function in both worlds 

at once. This makes it harder to see The Wanderer as a dry 

exercise--a verbal rehash of old ideas. The poet has given 

an old e r poetic form new breath as he sets up a consciously 

unified argument. The word-hoard has been expanded to 

include new ideas as the Old English world explodes with new 

Christian concepts when the old images and old rhythms of 

the past are e mployed to issue a warning to man from God. 

A theory which covers all possible contingencies--the 

oral-formulaic, rhetorical-literate, and the transitional 

phases of a bicameral society may lead to a deeper under

standing of the functions of the creative mind, and the part 

e nvironment plays at its inception and in its development. 

Walter Ong /s theory that "writing restructures conscious

n e ss" becomes a part of such a theory while Frank D/Angelo/s 

theory about the composing process suggests another aspect. 

This heritage from our past may be able to teach us new 

things about the nature of consciousness. Literature 

r e flects the thought processes of its age and becomes a 



microcos m o f the surrounding society. Not onl y doe s i t 

reflect the c u ltural mores, it may literall y reflect t he 

though t pr oc e sses behind them. 

7 6 

I n a theory of this type, the oral-formulaic question 

becomes a pa r t of the whole. It reveals the unconsc i ous 

mind of the poet, but not necessarily the conscious skill he 

empl oys. This is discovered in the structure of the poetry 

itself . Not only formulas, but also other aspects of oral

ity should c a us e one to suspect oral composition or influ

e nce: syntactical ambiguities, strange time schemes, and 

personae who ar e not neatly unified in space and time and 

who emp l oy mor e than one narrative voice . All of these 

right brain e l ements may be clues to the oral base for a 

particular p oe m. But as has been demonstrated, these ele

ments d o not r ule out a literate poet. Clearly, The Wan

derer is a p o e m with such an oral base, but as it incorpo

rates the l e tte r e d tradition, it reflects a transitional 

stat e. 



NOTES 

1 
Both men base their conclusions on the theory of 

Milman Parry, a Harvard scholar who discovered oral formulas 

in Homer. See A. B. Lord, The Singer of Tales and F. P. 

Magoun, "Oral-Formulaic Character of Anglo-Saxon Narrative 

Poetry. " 
2 

Both Adeline C. Bartlett and Walter H. Beale find 

rhetori ca l patterns (i.e. lettered composition) in Old 

Englis h poetry. 
3 

The best article on such a transitional phase has been 

wri t te n by Larry D. Benson. 
4 

In the field of neurophysiology, see Sidney J. Segal-

witz a nd Fredrick A. Gruber, eds. of Language Development 

and Ne urological Theory. Another book with some bearing on 

this is written by Gary E. Schwartz and David Shapiro, 

Cons ciousne ss and Self-Regulation: Advances in Research and 

Theo r y. For art related information, see Thomas A. Regelski 

Ar t s Education and Brain Research, as well as M. Critchley, 

Mu s i c a nd the Brain. One rhetorician employing these 

theori e s is Gabrielle Rico, Writing the Natural Way: Using 

Right Brain Techniques to Release Your Expressive Powers. 

5 
A good explanation of this can be found in the twelfth 

77 
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chapter of a textbook written by Victoria Fromkin and Robert 

Rodman . 
6 

In par t, Jaynes' ideas are based on the work of Eric A. 

Havelock. 
7 

Ralph W. V. Elliot believes that the pagan elements 

tend to underscore the Christian coloring. Ida L. Gordon 

feels that both poems are stylized elegies with Christian 

coloring. She sees wyrd as a personification--not as a 

deity . Bernard F. Huppe says that the poem is enclosed in a 

Chris tian frame. R. M. Lumiansky compares The Wanderer with 

Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy, whereas Stanley B. 

Greenfield takes issue with Huppe. He believes that the 

main body of the poem is pagan, but he feels that both the 

introduction and the conclusion are Christian. 
8 
J. E . Cross and John C. Pope have both discussed this 

poss ibility in the poem. Pope has since recanted this posi-

tion. See "Second Thoughts on the Interpretation of The 

Seafarer . " 
9 

The process of "individuation"--a theory of Carl 

Jung--explains how the individual ego emerges through seve

ral stages into maturity. See Henri F. Ellenberger. 
10 

Vivia n Salmon states that "In the Old Icelandic sagas 

there commonl y occurs the idea of a spirit or 'external 

soul ' which can leave the body, in either animal or human 

shape , and travel vast distances to perform errands or 
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obta in information for the body, or even to fight the souls 

of others." 
11 

(See p. 3.) 

G. V. Smithers, "The Meaning of The Seafarer and The 

Wandere r," :MAE 26 (1957): 137-53 is continued in MAE 28 

(1959 ): 1-22. 
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THE WANDERER 

Oft him anhaga 
me tude s miltse, 
ge ond lagulade 
hreran mi d hondum 

wa d a n wraeclastas. 
Swa cwae~ eardstapa, 
wra pr a wa.elsleahta, 
"Of t ic sceolde ana 
mi ne c e are cwiran. 

pe ic him modsefan 
s we o t ul e ase cgan. 
p~t bip in eorle 
p~ t h e his fer~locan 
hea l de his hordcofan, 

Ne ma..e g werig mod 
ne s e hreo hyge 
For~on domgeorne 
in h yra breostcofan 
s wa ic modsefan 

oft e armcearig, 
freomaegum feor 
si p~an geara i u 
hrusan heolstre biwrah, 
wod wintercearig 

sohte sele dreorig 
hwaer ic fear op~e neah 
p o n e pe in meoduhealle 
o p ~e mec f reondleasne 
we man mid wynnum. 

hu slipe n bia' 
pam t e him lyt hafa~ 
Wa r a ~ hine wra.eclast, 
fe r~loca freorig, 
Ge mon he selesecgas 

h u h i ne on geogu~e 
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are gebide~, 
~eah pe he modcearig 
longe sceolde 
hrimcealde sa.e, 

Wyrd bi~ ful ara.ed ! 
e~rfepa gemyndig, 
winemaega hryre: 
uhtna gehwy lce 
Nis nu cwicra nan 

minne durre 
Ic to sor7e wat 
indryhten peaw, 
fa..este binde, 
hycge swa he wille. 

wyrde wi~stondan, 
helpe gefremman. 
dreort9ne oft 
bindao f a.este; 
minne sceolde, 

e~le bida.eled, 
feterum sa.elan, 
goldwine minne 
ond ic hean ponan 
ofer wafema gebind, 

sinces bryttan, 
findan meahte 
min mine wisse, 
frefran wolde, ~ 
Wat se ~e cunnad, 

sorg to geferan, 
leofra geholena. 
nales wunden gold, 
nala.es foldan blaed. 
ond sincfege, 

his goldwine 



wened e to wiste. 
Forpon wat se ~e sceal 
leofes larcwidum 
a'onne sorg ond sla.ep 

40 e armne anhogan 
Pince~ him on mode 
clyppe ond cysse, 
honda ond heafod, 
in geardagum 

45 -Oo nne onwaBcne~ eft 
gesih~ him biforan 
bapian brimfuglas, 
hreosan hrim ond snaw, 
ponne beo~ ry hefigran 

50 sare a,efter swc;;Wsne. 
~onne maga gemynd 
gre tea' gliwstafum, 
secga geseldan. 
Fleo tendra ferci 

55 c u~ra cwidegiedda. 
~am pe sendan sceal 
ofer wa~ema gebind 
Forpon ic geJ:"encan ne ma.eg 
for hwan modsefa 

60 ponne ic eorla lif 
hu hi f a.erlice 
modge magupegnas. 
ea lra dogra gehwam 
forpon ne ma,eg weorpan wis 

65 wintra dael in woruldrice. 
ne sceal no to hatheort 
n e to wac wiga 

70 

ne to forht ne to fa.egen, 
n e na.efre gielpes to georn, 

Beorn sceal gebidan, 
o~paet collenfer~ 
hwider hrepra gehygd 
Ongietan sceal gleaw haele 
panne ealre risse worulde wela 

75 swa nu missenlice 

Wyn eal gedreas! 
his winedryhtnes 
longe for~olian, 
somod ~tg~dre 

oft gebinda~. 
p~t he his mondryhten 
ond on cneo lecge 
swa he hwilum q£r 
giefstolas breac. 

wineleas guma, 
fealwe wegas, 
brq,f:'dan fep,ra, 
hagle gemenged. 
heortan benne, 

Sorg bi~ geniwad 
mod geondhweorfe~; 
georne geondsceawa~ 
Swimma~ eft on weg!w 
no p~r fela bringed 

Cearo bi~ geniwad 
swipe geneahhe 
werigne sefan. 
geond pas woruld 
min ne gesweorce, 

eal geondr::nce, 
flet ofgeafon, 
Swa pes middangeard 
dreose~ ond feallep, 
wer, a.er he age 

Wita sceal geryldig, 
ne to hra,edwyrde, 
ne to wanhydig, 
ne to feohgifre 
a.er he geare cunne. 

ponne he beot sprice~, 
cunne gearwe 
hweorfan wille. 
hu g~stlic bi~, 
weste stonde~, 

geond risne middangeard 

88 



winde biwaune 
hrime,.. pihrorene, 
Wo r iad ~a winsala-', 
dre arne bidrorene, 

8 0 wlonc bi wealle. 
fe r e de in for~wege, 
ofer heanne helm , 
~eaz5e g,edaelde, 
in e oroscraefe 

8 5 Y~de swa risne eardgeard 
opr~t burgwara 
ea l d enta geweorc 
Se ponne pisne wealsteal 
o n d pis deorce lif 

9 0 frod in fer~e, 
wa.els l e ahta worn, 
"Hwa.e r cwom mearg? 

Hwaer cwom symbla gesetu? 

Ea l a b eorht bune! 

95 Ea l a r e odnes ~rym! 
ge nap under nihthelm, 
Ston de ~ nu on laste 
wea l wundrum heah, 
Eo r l a s fornoman 

100 wa_epe n wa.elgifru, 
ond ras stanhleo~u 
hri~ hreos ende 
wi ntrie s woma, 
n i pe a nihtscua, 

105 h reo ha.eglfare 
Eall is earfo5lic 
onwe nde~ wyrda gesceaft 
Her bi~ feoh la.ene, 
her bi5 mon laene, 

110 ea l pis eorpan gesteal 
Swa cw~~ snottor on mode, 

weal las stonda)7, 
hry5ge pa ederas . 
waldend licgaa' 
dugu~ eal gecrong , 

Sume wig fornom, 
sumne fugel orbaer 
sumne se hara wulf 
sumne dr e orighleor 
eorl gehydde. 

aelda scyppend 
breahtma lease 
idlu stodon. 
wise gepohte 
deope geondpence~, 

feor oft gemon 
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ond ~as word acwi25: 
Hwcti;r cwom mag~? Hwca..er 

cwom maprumgyfa? 
Hw<ll?r sindon 

seledreamas? 
Eala byrnwiga! 

Hu seo prag gewat, 
swa heo no w~re. 
leofre dugu'7e 
wyrmlicum £ah. 
asca ~ryre' 

wyrd seo m~re, 
stormas cnys saa-', 
hrusan binded, 
ponne won cyme(j, 
nor)>an onsendet5 

h~lepum on andan. 
eorpan rice, 
weorul~ under heofonum. 
her bid freond la..ene, 
her bi5 maeg laene, 

ide 1 weor17ea'i II 

gesa_et him sundor a.et 
rune. 

Til bir se pe his treowe gehealdef, ne sceal n~fre his 
torn to rycene 



beorn of his breostum acyran , 

eorl mid elne gefremman. 

115 f rofre to fa.eder on heofonum, 

nemre he cier pa bote 
cunne, 

Wel bi~ pam pe him are 
sece~, 

}>-~r us ea 1 seo 
fa,estnung stonde~. 
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THE WANDERER 

EXOR DIUM: LINES 1-7 

Often the solitary one prays for mercy, for the 
Lord's favor, though, troubled in spirit , he must needs to 
move with his hands the frost-cold sea for a long time over 
~he water-way, ~o tread the tracks of exile. Destiny (Wyrd) 
is fully determined! So spoke the wanderer, mindful of 
hardships, of hostile deadly-combats, by the ruin of beloved 
k insmen. 

EXPOSITION or NARRATIO: LINES 8-29a 

"Of ten I have had to bewail my sorrows alone in each 
period before da ybreak; there is none now of the living to 
whom I da re speak my inmost thoughts clearly. I know for a 
truth that it is a noble custom for a nobleman to bind fast 
the feelings of his treasure-chest (heart), to keep them to 
himself, think as he wishes. Nor may the weary in spirit 
withstand destiny, nor does the troubled thought help. 
Wherefore , the man eager for praise often binds fast in the 
sad recesses of his breast; so, I separated from my home, 
far from free kinsmen, often miserably sad at heart, had to 
fasten my mind in fetters. When in years gone by, the 
darkness of the earth covered my bountiful friend, and I 
went the nce downcast, winter-sad, over the wave's embrace, 
hall-sick, searched for dispenser of treasure where I, far 
away or near , might find he who in mead-hall knew my people 
or would comfort me, friendless, to entertain me by means of 
delights." 

PROOFS : LINES 29b-62a 

He who finds out knows how cruel a comrade will be 
sorrow f or him who has few dear protectors. He guards the 
path of exile himself, not at all the twisted gold (for 
him ); a cold breast--not at all the glory ~f earth! He 
remembers the hall-warriors and the receiving of treasure, 
how he himself in his youth his bountiful friend accustomed 
him to feast. Joy all came to an end. Indeed he who knows 
(this) must do without the counsels of his dear lord and 
friend, when sorrow and sleep in unison together often hold 
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captive a poor friendless man. (It) seems to him in his 
heart that he embraces and kisses his liege-lord, and lays 
hands and h~ad on (his~ knee, as sometimes before in days of 
yore, he enJoyed the gift-seat. Then the friendless man 
a~akens again, sees before him the dusky waves, the sea
b~rds bathing, spreading feathers, frost and snow falling, 
mingled with hail. Then sad will be the wounds in his 
heart, sorrow for the beloved. Sorrow will be renewed, when 
the memory of kinsmen pass through his mind. He greets them 
with signs of joy; he eagerly surveys the companions of 
battles . They swim away afterwards. There the spirits of 
floating ones never bring many known songs. Grief will be 
renewed in he who must send very frequently his weary spirit 
over the sea's embrace. "Indeed I cannot think why through
out this world my inmost thoughts grow not dark when I 
contempl ate all the life of men; how with terrible swiftness 
they gave up the floor, bold young retainers." 

PROPOSITION: LINES 62b-87 

So this middle-earth droops each day of all and 
falls; therefore, a man cannot be wise before he possesses 
his share of years in the kingdom of the world. The wiseman 
must be patient, neither must he be too hot tempered, nor 
too hasty of speech, nor too weak in battle, nor too reck
less, nor too fearful, nor too cheerful, nor too greedy for 
wealth, nor ever boasting too eagerly before he clearly 
knows for certain. The warrior must wait when he speaks a 
vow, until the brave one knows clearly in his heart whither 
his thoughts will turn. He must perceive how awesome (it) 
is when all this world"s wealth remains waste, as now var
iously throughout this middle-earth walls stand, blown 
against by winds, covered with rime, the dwellings storm
beaten. The wine-halls perished; the rulers lie dead, 
deprived of music; the military host all fallen, proud 
beside the wall. Some battle destroyed, transported on the 
way forth. One a bird carried away over the high seas; one 
the gray wolf shared with Death; one a nobleman wit~ a sad 
face buried in the grave. So the Creator of men laid waste 
this dwelling place, until the old giants" works remained 
empty , deprived of noises from its citizens. 

PROOFS: LINES 88-103a 

Then he who has thought deeply about the foundation 
and who contemplates this dark life, wise in (his) spirit, 
often is mindful of the great deadly combat of long ago, and 
utters these words: "What has become of the horse? What have 
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become of the warriors? Where is the giver of treasure ? 
What have become of the seats of feasts? Where are the 
hall-j oys? Alas, the bright cup ! Alas, the mailed warrior! 
Alas, the prince of glory! How the time has left; (they) 
have vanished under cover of night, as if they never were! 
Now in the path of the beloved seasoned retainers stands a 
wall, wondrously high, decorated with the likeness of a 
serpent; the leaders are destroyed by the strength of ash
spears, weapons greedy for slaughter--the fate of the 
mighty. And storms beat against these rocky slopes; the 
falling snow-storm binds the earth, the noise of tumult. 

PROPOSITION: LINES 103b-110 

When dark comes the shadow of night and darkens, 
sends for th from the North rough hail storms in the terror 
of men. Al l is hardship in the realm of the earth; fate 
changes the creation; world under heaven. In this world 
wealth will be tra nsitory. In this world friends will be 
fleeting. In this world man is transitory. In this world 
woman is transitory. All the earth~s foundation becomes 
empty." 

PERORATION: LINES 111-115 

So spoke the wise one in his heart, sat by himself 
in secre t counsel. Good will be he who holds his pledge; 
nor the warrior must never give of his anger too quickly-
make known his breast, unless he, the nobleman, already 
knows h ow to bring about the remedy with a valiant deed. 
Well it will be for him who tries to obtain mercy, comfort 
from the Father in heaven, where for us all the permanence 
endures. 




